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CHAPTER 1

General introduction

1

As social beings, the interaction with our peers is necessary in many situations in everyday
life. Communication constantly evolved mainly with regard of the way we transfer our
knowledge or experience to another person. Nowadays technology provided us with several
means to get into contact with friends (e.g. via e-mail, phone or computer). Despite that, the
direct face-to-face conversation still remains the most effective way to communicate. When
we have an appointment with someone in a public place, we search for her (or him) based
on what we know about this person. Our search and the subsequent conversation are
guided by visual and semantic background information we retrieve from our memory. So far,
it is still unclear how both these types of information are associated to a person. At the
cognitive level this integrative process can be divided in two main stages: the access of the
visual and semantic face information and its selection. In particular, information access is
automatic and takes place also in the absence of awareness. In contrast, the selection of the
relevant information occurs via attentional mechanisms.
In order to mimic a typical social situation, we presented the target face (our friend) in
the context of another face (surrounding people). The access stage would consist of the preselective encoding of the information extracted from both faces. At the neural level, this
phase of visual processing of multiple items is frequently referred to as competition, as
several alternative candidates (visual and/or semantic features) compete with each other in
order to be represented. These competitive interactions are resolved only when the possible
options are reduced to one candidate or unambiguous representation. This is accomplished
by attending to one single face at the time which also allows to further process the selected
face at a higher level of cognition. This would, for example, correspond to the detection of a
friend in a crowd or the recalling of the profession of a person we did not see for long time.
This thesis aims to investigate how our cognitive and neural system process visual and semantic information when multiple candidates are accessed at the same time, how these
information are integrated and the mechanisms responsible to the selection of the information relevant for behavior.

Face selection
In several circumstances, we are often surrounded by several people. Our system is not able
to process all of them at a given moment. For example if we have to find a friend in a crowd
we need to look at every single face in order to accomplish the task. In case we have to
search for someone we barely know, additional care is needed to analyze the visual features
of the faces encountered and match them with the one corresponding to the target. The
efficiency of this matching process can be enhanced by filtering out the irrelevant faces and
their associated information. This would, in fact, minimize their interference with target
processing.
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Attentional mechanisms are needed to properly perform this task, which is also refereed to
as a visual selection task. The behavioral and neural effect of attention has been studied for
decades. More specifically, attention to a particularly salient item (bottom-up attention) or
to an object relevant for behavior (top-down attention) improves the processing of the
stimulus attended to (Broadbent D, 1958; Carrasco M et al., 2004; Desimone R and J Duncan,
1995; Hawkins HL et al., 1990; Luck SJ et al., 1994; Treisman AM, 1969). Several attentional
models accounted for this effect. According to the classical view attention works as a spotlight which enhances the neural response of the object placed at the target location or characterized by the relevant feature (Brefczynski JA and EA DeYoe, 1999; Hillyard SA and TF
Munte, 1984; Luck SJ and SA Hillyard, 1994; Posner MI et al., 1980; Reynolds JH et al., 2000).
Next to the effect on feature detection of stimuli presented in isolation, attention was also
widely explored when a single item had to be selected in a cluster of other objects. The most
influential model in this context is the Biased Competition (BC) model. This model states that
when several items are simultaneously presented they interact with each other for representation. Attention to one of them inhibits the influence of the distractor and competition
is fully resolved in favor of the relevant object. Therefore, attention is not considered anymore as a spotlight which enhances the neural response of the stimulus attended to but
rather as a bias towards the neural processing of the target. This model was initially tested in
single cell recording in primates (Desimone R, 1998; Reynolds JH and R Desimone, 1999) and
it, recently, was supported by several fMRI studies in humans (Beck DM and S Kastner, 2005,
2007; Bles M et al., 2006; Kastner S et al., 1998; Kastner S et al., 2001; Kastner S et al., 1999).
In the present thesis we investigated the BC model for face processing. In particular, we
tested whether in absence of any selection two simultaneously presented faces interact in a
competitive manner. For this purpose we designed an ignore-faces task where participants
were asked to ignore both faces. We also explored the selection phase of the model via an
attend-to-face condition where participants attended to one of the two faces and performed
a match-to-sample task. In line with the BC model we expected that, in this case, competition would be biased in favor of the visual processing of the target face. In order to test the
occurrence of competitive interactions and the bias effect, both tasks were combined with
the manipulation of the context. The context was represented by the second face which
could be either visually similar or dissimilar to the face of interest. We expected that the
simultaneous processing of faces in the ignore-face task would result in a context-dependent
modulation of neural activity. In particular, the processing of two similar faces would lead to
a stronger competitive effect due to the higher overlap in neural representation of their
visual information. In contrast, we did not expect the same context effect in the attend-toface condition. In this case, attentional bias was supposed to resolve the influence of the
percept associated to the second face by processing the target only.
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Beyond the visual system: semantic selection
Let’s now imagine that we finally found our friend or acquaintance and we engaged in a
conversation with him/her. The fate of a successful interaction depends on the background
knowledge we are able to retrieve about that person. In this case, the cognitive system has
to accurately associate specific semantic information, stored in our memory, with the target
face which in turn is processed at the semantic level. Moreover, if the target is embedded in
a cluster of other faces, attention is needed to reduce the influence of these faces and their
associated semantic information. The integration between the semantic and visual feature
of a face and the filtering of irrelevant information are the core processes of the semantic
processing associated to a face.
In psycholinguistic research, both in language comprehension and production, the semantic access of a visual stimulus (i.e., the analysis of all the possible semantic entries associated to it) and the selection of an appropriate semantic representation are studied by
means of various paradigms. In particular, in production, the most common paradigm is the
picture naming task. A typical design in this context consisted of the presentation of the
picture of a specific object that was associated either with just one or with different name
alternatives. Participants were asked to select one semantic representation among all the
possible options. It has been shown that naming latencies and errors increased with the
increasing amount of alternative semantic entries associated to the picture (Kan IP and SL
Thompson-Schill, 2004; Kremin H et al., 2000; Levelt WJM et al., 1991; Thompson-Schill SL et
al., 1997; Vigliocco G et al., 2002). According to the authors this result suggested that several
semantic representations compete with each other. In analogy to the competitive model of
selection in the visual domain, semantic selection is accomplished by resolving these competitive interactions in favor of the relevant semantic information. However, this model was
never directly investigated. In fact, in the reported tasks designed to test semantic selection,
both competition and selective processes were engaged at the same time.
This thesis aimed to explore these two mechanisms separately in the context of face
processing. We presented two faces that were semantically related or unrelated (physical
similarity was kept constant). The semantic relatedness manipulation was obtained by associating each face in a pair with professions belonging to the same (related faces) or different
(unrelated faces) categories. The simultaneous encoding and the competitive interactions
between the two semantic representations of faces were tested by an ignore-faces task,
similar to the one used in the experiments on visual selection. We expected that semantic
related areas would process the semantic information from both faces. This in turn would
cause the two faces to interact in a competitive manner at the semantic level, leading to a
modulation by the context (relatedness). Selection of the semantic information associated
with the target face was explored by an attend-to-face task. Also in this case, as in the visual
domain, participants had to attend to one of the faces. But instead of selecting the face
according to specific visual characteristics, they were asked to decide whether a face was
4
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associated with a specific profession (match-to-sample task). We expected that attention to
the relevant face would resolve the competition effect occurring in the ignore-faces condition. With the attend-to-face condition we also tested whether and how the initial perceptual analysis of the target face interacted with the semantic selection process.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
fMRI is an indirect and non-invasive measure of the neural response related to sensory
stimulation or cognitive processes. The fMRI signal reflects the metabolic activity of neurons
which is assumed to be positively correlated with their neural activity. In fMRI, the subjects
undergo a strong constant magnetic field (e.g. 3 Tesla) which aligns the protons in the hydrogen atoms. A radiowave signal is sent out in order to make the protons oscillate. The
fMRI detector measures the local energy fields emitted when protons return to equilibrium
(the orientation of the external magnetic field). In particular, when a certain area of the
brain is active, neurons increase the oxygen consumption. However, the system overcompensates for this oxygen demand such that an excess of oxygenated hemoglobin is delivered
to the activated region. This surplus causes in the same brain tissue a reduction of the
amount of deoxygenated hemoglobin. Moreover, as the deoxygenated hemoglobin is paramagnetic, it produces magnetic inhomogeneities in the capillary which in turn increases the
rapidity of the MR signal decays. Therefore, a smaller amount of deoxygenated hemoglobin
during neural activity results in a slower decay of the MR signal and thereby in an enhancement of the signal compared to a non active region (baseline) (DeYoe EA et al., 1994).
It is worthwhile to notice that the dynamic of processes described above is very slow,
typically on the range of several seconds which makes the temporal resolution of fMRI relatively low. In contrast, this technique provides an excellent spatial resolution. In fact the
fMRI is able to detect changes in the ratio of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in a
range of few millimeters or less.

Electroencephalography (EEG) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
When a sensory stimulus is presented or a cognitive process takes place, we can identify
mainly two types of electrical activity associated with neurons: the action potentials and the
postsynaptic potentials. The EEG signal is measured by superficial electrodes placed on the
scalp of the tested subject and reflects the postsynaptic potentials. This type of electrical
activity originates when the action potential reaches the axon terminal and the neurotransmitters are released and bind to receptors located on the membrane of the postsynaptic
neuron. This, in turn, causes the ion channels to open which allows electrical charges like
sodium and potassium ions to travel through those membrane channels. This mechanism
leads to a potential change, also known as postsynaptic potential. Postsynaptic potentials
5

occur instantaneously and they can be modeled as tiny dipoles. Superficial electrodes are
not able to measure the voltage from a single neuron. The electrical signal detected on the
scalp (EEG signal) reflects the dipole activity of hundreds of neurons that are oriented along
the same direction and respond to sensory stimuli or process a cognitive task in the same
way at the same time. Postsynaptic activity, in such a case, sums up to a measureable electrical potential on the scalp.
In order to extract the neural response, evoked by sensory stimuli or phase locked cognitive processes, the ongoing EEG is averaged across several presentations of the same
experimental condition. The averaging of the EEG signal is in fact necessary to amplify the
time locked process of interest and to cancel out any random neural activity over time. The
resulting time courses are referred to as event-related-potentials (ERPs). ERPs are characterized by the morphology of the signal which is represented by prominent positive (P) and
negative (N) peaks at specific latencies with respect to the evoking neural event.
In summary, the EEG technique provides a non invasive measure of neural activity with
very high temporal resolution (few milliseconds). However, due to the phenomenon of
volume conduction, the electrical signal from the cortex is strongly distorted when it reaches
the surface. In addition, the EEG signal at a certain electrode can be originated from a distributed rather than a single source. This problem of locating the brain sources of the recorded data, also known as the ‘EEG inverse problem’, is mathematically ill-posed and is not
resolvable without additional constraints and assumptions. Because it is impossible to retrieve where an observed signal has actually been generated, the EEG is characterized by a
rather low spatial resolution (Kutas M and AM Dale, 1997).
We analyzed the data by using the independent component analysis (ICA) (Onton J and
S Makeig, 2006). The ICA model assumes that the neural activity generated on the cortex is
spatially constant and projects onto the scalp instantaneously and linearly via volume conduction. It also states that these cortical sources are statistically independent of each other.
This assumption arises from the observation that the density of local synaptic contacts
among pyramidal cells is much larger than the long-range connections. Therefore, across a
reasonable amount of time, it is plausible to consider the brain as divided into separate
functional areas that contribute to temporally independent neural processes that sum up
linearly on the scalp. These brain sources that give rise to the signal recorded over the scalp
correspond to the independent components (ICs). In fact, the ICA algorithm takes as input
the EEG signal recorded at the scalp channels and considers each of these signals as a linear
mixture of temporal independent components. The ICs represent the time courses in the
mixture that are maximally independent to each other.
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Outline of the thesis
The general purpose of the present thesis was to investigate the underlying neural mechanism of visual and semantic selection of a face in the context of another face. In particular
we tested the competitive models of selection both when a face had to be selected with
respect to its visual features or to specific semantic information. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
we tested this model in the visual domain by performing an fMRI and EEG experiment. We
exploited the high spatial resolution of fMRI to investigate the competition and the selection
phase within face selective areas. The EEG was used to track the temporal dynamics of both
mechanisms. We assumed that in the ignore-faces task the two faces would be encoded and
compete for representation at an early stage of face processing. In a later phase we expected that the selection would occur. We predicted that attention would filter out the
influence of the distracting face via frontal areas resulting in a context-independent processing of the target face. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we attempted to generalize the competitive models of selection in the semantic domain. The spatial and temporal characteristics of
semantic selection were investigated by using fMRI and EEG. In analogy to the visual experiments, the two phases of the model (competition and selection) were explored with an
ignore-face and an attend-to-face condition. When the two faces were ignored, we expected
the face information to be encoded in semantic related areas and to compete to a certain
extent. In the attend-to-face condition, which in this case consisted in a match-to-profession
task, we expected that selection would occur in two distinct stages. In an early phase we
predicted that the information carried by the distracting face would interfere with the integration of the attended face and the associated semantic information. Attention, in turn,
would compensate for this interference effect in order to facilitate the actual selection occurring in a later stage within those regions responsible to semantic selection.
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CHAPTER 2

Neural competition through visual
similarity in face selection1

1

Corresponding publication: Gentile F and Jansma BM, Neural competition through visual similarity in face selection,

BrainRes (2010), pp. 172-184 (in press)
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Abstract
Ignoring and selecting relevant faces has a strong impact in everyday life. We often perform
tasks where faces may be considered irrelevant (e.g. having a drink in a crowded bar) or
tasks where we need to filter out all but one face (e.g. searching for a friend in a crowd). The
present study was designed to test Biased Competition (BC) as a suitable model for selection
in the context of face processing, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Pairs
of similar or dissimilar faces were presented simultaneously, and subjects had to attend to
one face (target face) or ignore both faces. According to the BC model, faces simultaneously
presented compete for representation. Spatial attention biases these competitive interactions towards neural processing of the target face only. We compared fMRI signal related to
the processing of dissimilar or similar faces in the attend-to-face and ignore-faces task. In the
ignore condition we expected that similar faces would compete more than dissimilar faces,
as similar features (faces) are supposed to be encoded by the same population of neurons,
resulting in a lower fMRI signal in face selective areas. The BC model also predicts an enhancement of the fMRI signal for the attend-to-face vs. ignore-faces condition, regardless of
the degree of the similarity between the two faces. Both hypotheses were confirmed by the
data, indicating BC as a possible selection mechanism within the fusiform face area (FFA) and
occipital face area (OFA) for face stimuli.
Keywords: face perception, neural competition, attention, visual similarity, face selective
areas, fMRI
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1. Introduction
The visual system receives many stimuli at the same time. Attentional mechanisms are
needed to guide visual processing for relevance (Broadbent D, 1958; Desimone R and J Duncan, 1995; Treisman AM, 1969). It is widely assumed that attention improves the processing
of behaviorally relevant objects (Carrasco M et al., 2004; Hawkins HL et al., 1990; Luck SJ et
al., 1994). According to the influential spotlight metaphor, attention enhances the neural
response for stimuli presented at the relevant location (Brefczynski JA and EA DeYoe, 1999;
Hillyard SA and TF Munte, 1984; Luck SJ et al., 1994; Posner MI et al., 1980; Reynolds JH et
al., 2000).
Next to its relevance in optimizing visual processing (facilitation), spatial attention also
plays a crucial role in segregating one item from a cluster of irrelevant objects (selection).
Monkey cell recording studies investigated the effect of selective attention in the ventral and
dorsal visual stream. In these experiments, a pair of items was presented at the same time
within the receptive field of the target neurons. When stimuli were ignored, the neural
response to both items was a weighted average of the response elicited by each of the stimuli alone. However, when attention was shifted to one of the two objects, the response to
the pair was driven preferentially by the attended stimulus (Chelazzi L et al., 1998; Chelazzi L
et al., 2001; Desimone R and J Duncan, 1995; Luck SJ et al., 1997; Miller EK et al., 1993;
Moran J and R Desimone, 1985; Reynolds JH et al., 1999; Treue S and JC Martinez Trujillo,
1999; Treue S and JH Maunsell, 1996). These findings gave rise to models for attentional
selection based on competitive interactions between neural representations of stimuli. One
of the most influential competitive models is Biased Competition (BC). The BC model states
that multiple stimuli that are simultaneously presented to the receptive field of neurons
under investigation compete for neural representation (Desimone R, 1998; Desimone R and J
Duncan, 1995; Kastner S and LG Ungerleider, 2000, 2001; Pessoa L et al., 2003; Reynolds JH
and R Desimone, 1999). Local and intracortical connections seem to regulate this mechanism
of neural competition, usually observed for ignored stimuli (Reynolds JH and R Desimone,
1999). Attending to a stimulus activates a fronto-parietal network, which biases the competition in favor of the attended item (target), via feedback towards perceptual areas. As a
result, neurons that respond to the target stimulus remain active, while neurons that respond to the ignored stimuli are suppressed.
Further evidence in favor of BC in early visual processing has come from human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies using abstract visual objects. BC has been
mainly tested by presenting stimuli either sequentially (no competition) or simultaneously
(competition) (Beck DM and S Kastner, 2005, 2007; Kastner S et al., 1998; Kastner S et al.,
2001; Kastner S et al., 1999). In these studies, the fMRI signal was significantly lower for
simultaneously presented compared to sequentially presented objects. The authors inter-
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preted this effect as neural suppression, supporting the idea that stimuli compete for representation in the visual cortex. In subsequent experiments, the role of attention within the BC
framework was also investigated. In line with electrophysiological studies in monkeys, human attentional mechanisms also seem to influence neural competition. In particular, the
fMRI signal increased either when one stimulus was particularly salient (Beck DM and S
Kastner, 2005) or when one of the items was covertly attended to (Bles M et al., 2006; Kastner S et al., 1999). This enhancement suggested that attention can bias the neural competition and thereby facilitate the selection of the attended item. Note that all these studies
used rather abstract stimuli such as Gabor patches, or colorful pattern pictures, and had a
focus on early visual processing. In the present study, we tested the BC model in the context
of face processing.
Face processing has been largely investigated in humans using electroencephalography
(EEG) and fMRI. In particular, event-related potential (ERP) studies showed a significant
difference for a negative potential around 170 ms after stimulus onset (N170) when the
presented faces were compared to non-face stimuli. This effect was particularly evident at
the lateral occipital electrode sites (Bentin S, Allison, T., Puce, A., Perez, E., and McCarthy,
G., 1996; Rossion B et al., 1999). In the last decade, fMRI allowed to localize the source of
face processing within a region in the fusiform gyrus, which has become known as the fusiform face area (FFA) (Gauthier I et al., 2000; Grill-Spector K et al., 2004; Halgren E et al.,
1999; Haxby JV et al., 2001; Kanwisher N et al., 1997). Furthermore, a combined EEG and
magnetoencephalographic study localized the source of the N170 in the fusiform gyrus
(Deffke I et al., 2007). However, thus far, the neural mechanism underlying selection of one
face among several faces within FFA is still unknown.
To our knowledge, only a few studies examined the neural correlates of processing multiple face displays. Jacques and Rossion (2004, 2006), recently found that the N170 amplitude was smaller when a center target face was presented in a context of other faces than
when it was shown with scrambled faces. This effect, referred to as repetition facilitation (or
priming), was related to residual activation of neural representation of the preceding face
context in the sequence of trials. Alternatively, the observed effect could be related to sensory suppression, which might result from competitive interactions between the items simultaneously presented.
In the present study, we investigated the mechanism of face selection by means of a biased competition paradigm using fMRI. The high spatial resolution of this technique allowed
us to restrict the region of interest to FFA and to examine secondary effects in other regions
of the brain. The experimental design consisted of two simultaneously presented faces. They
had to be either ignored or attended to. With regard to the ignore-faces task, we assumed
that simultaneously presented faces are also processed as such in FFA (Halgren E et al.,
1999; Reinholz J and S Pollmann, 2007) – hence competing with each other for representation (Desimone, 1998). The attend-to-face task was introduced as a baseline condition for
single-face processing (Recanzone GH, 2000; Reynolds JH et al., 1999). We compared the
12
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neural activation elicited by both tasks to test the competitive aspects of multiple face encoding. In line with the BC model we expected a lower fMRI signal in FFA for the ignore-faces
condition compared to the attend-to-face condition.
Neural competition was further investigated by varying the similarity level (similar, dissimilar) of the faces presented. We manipulated similarity in order to draw upon the spatial
and functional characteristics of neural populations in FFA. In fact, neural populations in the
extrastriate cortex seem to be organized according to the similarity level of the object representations (Op de Beeck HP et al., 2008; Tanaka K, 2003). This hypothesis was recently supported by two fMRI studies (Jiang X et al., 2006; Loffler G et al., 2005), which reported that in
FFA two dissimilar faces are encoded by separate populations of neurons. In contrast, similar
faces were encoded by cells that were spatially clustered together (Jiang X et al., 2006). A
similar finding was reported for faces sharing the same “identities” (Loffler G et al., 2005). At
a cell population level, these results suggested that neural competition may vary with the
degree of similarity between faces in a pair. Therefore, we expected that neural competition
between two face representations would be greater among elements encoded by the same
neural population (similar faces) than among elements activating distinct subpopulations of
neurons (dissimilar faces). This would result, in turn, in a lower fMRI signal for similar vs.
dissimilar faces within the ignore-faces task. The bias component of the BC framework was
investigated by focusing on the attend-to-face task. According to the BC model, spatial attention towards a specific item in the visual field is supposed to resolve neural competition
in favor of the attended item only. In this case we expected no effect of the similarity manipulation. The present experiment was designed in such a way that any sequential priming
effect (or adaptation in fMRI terms) was kept constant between conditions (see Stimulus
preparation).
Besides a fine grained investigation of FFA, we were also interested in a more general
analysis of the whole brain as other areas may be involved in competition and selection. We
expected to find a main effect of attention within clusters in the typical fronto-parietal network, consistently activated in various tasks involving spatially directed attention (Corbetta
M et al., 1998; Corbetta M et al., 1993; Gitelman DR et al., 1999; Hopfinger JB et al., 2000;
Nobre AC et al., 1997; Thomsen T et al., 2005).

2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Subjects
Nineteen healthy and paid volunteers (10 females, one left-handed) with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity participated in this study (mean age=25.3 years, SD=1.8 years).
After explanation of the procedures, participants signed an informed consent form. The
study was approved by the ethical committee of the faculty. In 16 subjects (out of 19) FFA
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was properly localized. As FFA was the main focus of the present investigation, the remaining participants (3 out of 19) were discarded from further analysis. Due to technical difficulties of the button-box, the behavioral responses were recorded for 15 subjects (in the final
set of 16).
2.2. Stimulus preparation
The stimuli consisted of two sets of 16 pairs of faces. One set represented similar (SIM) and
the other dissimilar (DISS) faces (Figure 1.c, 3.a). The faces in the pairs were selected from a
large set of pictures of faces (total of 60 pictures) provided by Mark Steyvers
(http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/software.htm). The pictures were all taken under similar
lightning with neutral facial expressions (Kayser S, 1985).
Similarity between faces was defined by using the two major approaches adopted for
face representation: the purely psychological or top-down approach and the purely computational or bottom-up approach (Figure 1.a, b). Both approaches are based on the multidimensional representation of faces (Steyvers M, & Busey, T. , 2000). In the psychological
approach, the data for computing two-face similarity consisted of similarity ratings of each
face with all the other faces. Similarities or dissimilarities in these data were explored using
scaling techniques. A Multidimensional Scaling algorithm (MDS) assigned to each face a
location in a multidimensional space (Steyvers M, 2002) (Figure 1.a). We first computed the
Euclidean distance between a given face (i.e. its Cartesian representation in the multidimensional space) and all the others resulting in a ‘mutual distance’ value (Figure 1.a, b). Secondly, two faces were considered SIM (or DISS), for this specific approach, if their mutual
distance was smaller (or larger) than a specific threshold set according to the overall distribution of the mutual distances. In particular, two faces were labeled as similar if the mutual
distance between two faces was smaller than the mean of the mutual distance distribution
plus 0.70 times its standard deviation. Similarly, if the mutual distance was larger than the
mean of the mutual distance distribution plus one time its standard deviation two faces
were labeled as dissimilar.
In the computational approach, a face was represented by a collection of features or
dimensions (N=30, e.g. nose length, width of the eye brows etc.) explicitly derived from a 2D
image of the face (Figure 1.b). The same two-step procedure as described above, for the
psychological approach, was used to define pairs of SIM and DISS faces. However, for the
latter set an additional constraint was considered. We took into account the observation
that faces are encoded by their direction (facial identity) and distance (distinctiveness) from
a prototypical (mean) face (Loffler G et al., 2005). According to this study, visual stimulation
of a particular face elicits a different level of activation in FFA depending on its position in a
multidimensional space from the mean face. Therefore, in order to control that both faces in
the pair equally activated FFA, two faces were considered DISS only if a) their mutual distance was larger than a specific threshold (see above), and if b) they both differed in the
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same amount from the mean face. The mean face was computed from all the faces used in
the experiment.

Figure 1. An example of material selection of a similar and dissimilar pair of faces
given one face (reference face). (a) Top-down approach of selection. (b) Bottom-up approach of selection.
(c) Result of selection: combination of results from both approaches.

The final set of stimuli was derived as follows: a pair of faces was labeled as a SIM (or DISS)
pair, only if both faces were labeled as such in the top-down as well as in the bottom-up
approach (Figure 1.c). As a last step, we computed the distance of both sets of faces from
the mean face in order to avoid differences in the level of activation within FFA, across conditions. SIM and DISS faces were, on average, at the same distance from the mean face.
2.3. Procedure in the main experiment
The main experiment consisted of two runs in a block-design (Figure 2). Each run consisted
of 32 blocks and started with a blank screen with a white cross in the centre lasting for 18
seconds. A block consisted of 16 trials. A single trial started with a 500 ms of blank screen,
followed by a pair of faces presented for 500 ms. The two faces were positioned in opposite
hemifields and they were either SIM or DISS to each other (see Stimulus preparation). The
single pictures subtended approximately 6.5° (height) x 5.4° (width) of visual angle and were
aligned with the centre of the screen. The entire visual display covered 6.5° (height) x 12.2°
15

(width) of visual angle. The display size was designed to be comparable with those used in
previous studies on face processing (Gauthier I et al., 2000; Halgren E et al., 1999; Kanwisher
N et al., 1997; Rossion B et al., 2003; Steeves JK et al., 2006; Wojciulik E et al., 1998). It is also
reasonable to assume that FFA integrates the two simultaneously presented faces within
each experimental trial (Halgren E et al., 1999; Reinholz J and S Pollmann, 2007). Between
the faces, two bars (0.2° in height) were presented 0.15° above and below the centre of the
visual screen. A block of trials ended with a resting condition consisting of a blank screen
lasting for 10 seconds. A visual instruction was presented at the beginning of each block for
1500 ms, and signalled the type of task to be performed in the following block.
For the ignore-faces (IGN) task, two keywords (‘streep-breedte’, ‘line-width’ in English)
centred on the screen, instructed the subject to perform a bar-width discrimination task in
the centre of the display, while ignoring the background (Figure 3.a). More specifically, participants had to attend to the two bars in the centre and a button-press was required when
the bars matched in width (2-3 targets per block). The width of the bars varied between 1
and 5 pixels. For the attend-to-face (ATT) task, the instruction consisted of a picture of a
face, on which the subject had to perform a match-to-sample task. For each trial, participants were asked to respond via a button press when the face presented on the left side of
the screen matched the one presented in the instruction phase (Figure 3.a). For this task,
subjects were instructed beforehand to avoid saccades and to covertly attend to the item on
the left while fixating the centre. Within each block, targets (matches) occurred on average
15% of the time (randomly varied between 12.50% and 18.75% across blocks and participants). In analogy to preceding biased competition studies (Bles M et al., 2006) targets always occurred at the target position, on the left side of the visual field. In both tasks, the
time for the subject to respond was 1000 ms (trial duration).
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Figure 2. Experimental design. Block structure with examples of two different conditions (ignore-faces with dissimilar display and attend-to-face with similar display).

The design was a 2 x 2 repeated measures design with factors task (ATT, IGN) and similarity
(SIM, DISS) leading to 4 conditions (IGN_DISS, IGN_SIM, ATT_SIM, ATT_DISS, Figure 3.b). The
participants were not made aware of the similarity manipulation. The order of the blocks
was randomised and counterbalanced across participants and runs by means of Williams
design (Williams EJ, 1949). This scheme is a generalized Latin square design, balanced for
first-order carryover effects. The stimulus display was identical for both types of task. Participants were instructed to fixate the centre of the screen throughout the experiment and
to minimise head and eye-movements while in the scanner.
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Figure 3. Tasks and stimuli. (a) Examples of the two types of the display presented (similar and dissimilar faces) for
the two tasks (ignore-faces and attend-to-face). (b) Conditions: 2x2 repeated measures design.

2.4. Data acquisition
Images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Magnetom Allegra head scanner (Siemens Medical
System, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard head coil. Thirty-two oblique axial slices (inplane resolution: 3.5mm x 3.5mm, slice thickness: 3.5 mm, interslice distance 0 mm) covering the entire cortical volume were acquired using an echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 29 ms, matrix: 64 x 64). We acquired 612 volumes
per run and discarded the first two from the analysis due to the T1 saturation effect. Functional slices were aligned to a high resolution 3D anatomical dataset acquired in the middle
of the entire session and consisting of 176 slices (for 15 subjects the MDEFT sequence was
3
used: TR = 7.92 ms; TE = 2.4 ms; flip angle = 15°, voxel dimension = 1 x 1 x 1 mm ; due to

better performances the ADNI sequence replaced the MDEFT sequence for 4 subjects: TR =
3
2250 ms; TE = 2.6 ms; flip angle = 9°, voxel dimension = 1 x 1 x 1 mm ).

The participants were placed comfortably in the scanner and their head was fixated
with foam pads. Participants saw the stimuli projected on a screen through a mirror
mounted on the head coil. The visual field was perceived at a distance of 57 centimeters.
The stimuli were delivered using the Presentation 12.2 package (Neurobehavioral Systems,
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Inc. www.neurobs.com). Stimulus presentation was synchronized with MR data acquisition
by triggering the stimulus program with the first MR pulse.
2.5. Analysis
Both the functional and the anatomical data were analyzed using the BrainVoyager QX package (Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, The Netherlands). The anatomical scans were used to
project the statistical results from the functional data onto high-resolution anatomical images. They were also used to derive the Talairach coordinates needed to normalize both sets
of data. Functional data were pre-processed, aligned to the anatomical images, and normalized. The pre-processing procedure started with correcting the data for motion artefacts in
three dimensions and for slice scan-time differences. Subsequently, linear drifts were removed from the signal and data were high-pass filtered to remove slow frequency drifts up
to 9 cycles per time course. After the pre-processing, functional data were aligned to the
high-resolution anatomical images and normalized to the standard 3-dimensional Talairach
space. The final version of the functional data consisted of a 4-dimensional (x, y, z, t) dataset
in Talairach space for each run and participant.
After brain normalization, the statistical analysis from multiple subjects was performed
via the General Linear Model (GLM). In the main experiment, a random effects (RFX) approach was used with subject as a random variable. The RFX-GLM analysis was implemented
via multi-level summary statistics. In a first level, a standard GLM analysis was used to estimate the beta values (summary statistics) for each subject. These values were entered as
dependent variables in the second level analysis. At the second analysis level full factorial
effects (main effects and 2x2 interaction effect) were tested. These effects were tested in
conjunction with contrasting all the conditions versus baseline. The statistical analysis was
carried out in a region of interest (ROI), which was specified by an independent functional
localizer (FFA, see below), and in the whole brain.
For the whole-brain analysis, correction for multiple comparisons was performed using
cluster-size thresholding. The procedure started with thresholding the map relative to the
contrast of interest with t = 3.15 (p = .007) as suggested by Goebel et al. (2006) at the voxellevel. Next, 1,000 normally distributed noise images were generated by randomly selecting
values from a normal distribution (Monte Carlo simulation), and the noise map was
smoothed using an estimate of the intrinsic smoothness of the source statistical map
(Forman SD et al., 1995; Goebel R et al., 2006). The noise images were thresholded at the
pre-defined voxel-level threshold. Clusters of voxels surviving the threshold were tabulated
according to cluster size. The final distribution of cluster sizes was thresholded against a
false-positive rate of 0.05. The minimum cluster size that survived the thresholding was used
as cluster-size threshold of the source statistical map. This yielded a multiple comparison
correction of p = 0.05 at the cluster-level. The correction for multiple comparisons was not
performed for the ROI analysis in FFA. In fact, in this case, the beta values of the fMRI signal
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per subject and condition were extracted, averaged over all voxels in the single-subject
volume-of-interest (VOI), and evaluated (summary statistics, level 1).
Statistical maps were projected on an average brain, which was computed by averaging
normalized cortices from all the subjects. The normalization of the cortices was achieved via
cortex-based alignment. This procedure aligns the individual cortical renderings by increasing the overlap of curvature information of the cortices (Fischl B et al., 1999; Goebel R et al.,
2006).
2.6. Localization of FFA
An independent functional run, consisting of 324 volumes, was used to localize FFA in all
subjects. The scanner-parameters used to acquire the data were the same used for the main
experimental runs. The stimuli used to localize the face-processing-area consisted of pictures
of faces, scrambled faces, objects, and places (Goffaux V et al., 2009). The scrambled faces
were obtained by applying the Fourier phase randomization procedure (Nasanen R, 1999) to
the original set of faces. The algorithm for “scrambling” faces consisted of two steps: each
picture from the set of faces was first Fourier-transformed. Subsequently, the phase spectrum of the resulted transform was replaced by random values, while keeping the amplitude
spectrum of the image unaltered. This procedure yielded images that preserved the global
low-level properties of the original image (luminance, contrast, spectral energy, etc.), and
degraded completely any category-related information. The 4 different categories of stimuli
were presented in blocks (20 stimuli per block) for 4 times. In order to keep the attention of
the subject constant across the run, participants were asked to indicate with a button-press
whether the stimulus colour changed from a typical black-white to a light red.
After the acquisition, the functional data were pre-processed (in this case, slow frequency drifts were removed up to 3 cycles) and normalized following the same procedure
previously described for the main experimental runs. For the statistical analysis of the FFA
localizer, a FFX-GLM analysis was performed with the four stimulus types as predictors. The
condition faces was contrasted with all the others. Finally, FFA was localized considering the
clusters of voxels, within the fusiform gyrus, statistically significant (FDR-corrected, q=.05).
For 2 subjects (out of 16 analyzed) the left hemisphere did not reveal any FFA localization.
Therefore, for the main experiment, the ROI analysis was performed for 16 subjects in the
right FFA and for 14 subjects in the left FFA (Table 1).
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3. Results
3.1. Behavioral Results
We computed error rates (ERs) and reaction times (RTs) on the ignore-faces (IGN) and attend-to-face (ATT) task for similar (SIM) and dissimilar (DISS) condition. Mean ERs and RTs
were then submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with two factors, namely attention and
similarity. For RTs, no significant main effects of attention, similarity or interaction were
observed. Attention: (F (1, 14) = 3.99, p = .066, mean reaction time ATT = 629 ms, SE = 18,
mean IGN = 605 ms, SE = 17). Similarity: (F (1, 14) = 2.5, p = .136, mean SIM = 619 ms, SE =
16, mean DISS = 614 ms, SE = 16). Interaction: (F (1, 14) = 3.18, p = .096). The same holds for
error rates. Attention: (F (1, 14) = 4.52, p = .052, mean ATT = 27 %, SE = 4, mean IGN = 18 %,
SE = 1). Similarity: (F (1, 14) = .01, p = .919, mean SIM = 22 %, SE = 2, mean DISS = 23 %, SE =
3). Interaction: (F (1, 14) = .00, p = .957).
3.2. Eye-Movements
We used the data recorded in a parallel EEG experiment with an identical procedure (instruction, display, task and timing) to monitor for eye-movements. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was measured in 18 different subjects using tin electrodes (32 channels in total,
QuickCap, Neuroscan Inc. Tm). Reference electrodes were positioned at both mastoids (A1,
A2). The left mastoid (A1) was used as an online reference for the scalp sites. Horizontal eye
movements were recorded with a bipolar montage placed at the left and right canthi
(HEOG). Electrode impedance was kept below 5 KΩ. EEG data were recorded and amplified
using Neuroscan SynAmps with a 0.05–30 Hz bandpass and sampled at 4-ms intervals (250
Hz). The EEG signal was epoched with an interval of 900 ms, time-locked to the onset of the
presentation of the pair of faces. Epochs included a 100-ms prestimulus baseline correction
interval and they were 0.3–30 Hz bandpass filtered (Butterworth, zero phase, 24dB/oct).
Horizontal eye movements were defined as visible step functions in the HEOG signal change.
The amount of horizontal eye movements was on average below 4 % of the total amount of
trials for all conditions, and they did not differ significantly for the two tasks (attend-to-face,
ignore-faces) (F= 3.91, p= .065). In practice, one would expect a larger amount of horizontal
saccades within the attend-to-face related to overt shifts of attention, this directionality
would lead to a one-tailed p of .065/2 (p = .032). This means that in 4% of the cases, a difference in eye movement cannot be ruled out. The same analysis performed within the ignorefaces condition did not show any difference in the amount of eye movement between the
ignore-similar-faces and ignore-dissimilar-faces condition (F = .81, p = .379), indicating that
eye movement most likely do not play a role in explaining the observed similarity effect in
this condition.
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3.3. ROI analysis in FFA
A RFX-GLM analysis restricted to FFA (Figure 4, Table 1) revealed, bilaterally, a significant
interaction of factors attention (ATT vs. IGN) and similarity (SIM vs. DISS) (right FFA: p = .017,
left FFA: p = .045), a significant main effect of attention (ATT > IGN) (right FFA: p = .000, left
FFA: p = .000) and no main effect of similarity. The interaction, qualitatively visible also in the
time course in Figure 4, reflected a larger fMRI signal when dissimilar faces were presented
compared to similar faces in the ignore-faces condition, both in the right and left FFA
(IGN_SIM < IGN_DISS) (right FFA: p = .011, left FFA: p = .003). No significant differences
between SIM and DISS displays within the attend-to-face conditions (ATT_SIM = ATT_DISS)
were observed in either hemisphere, based on simple effect analysis.

Figure 4. Results of the RFX-GLM analysis in FFA (region of interest analysis) separately for left and right hemisphere. In the central column the beta weights of the GLM analysis are displayed. The mean time courses of the fMRI
signal per condition and per region of interest are also shown.
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3.4. Whole-brain GLM analysis for Visual areas
The whole-brain GLM analysis (Figure 5, Table 1) revealed an interaction of factors attention
(ATT vs. IGN) and similarity (SIM vs. DISS) (p = .007, corrected) also in the inferior occipital
sulcus (corresponding to the lateral occipital sulcus in Talairach coordinates). Such a region
has recently been associated with face processing and was identified as the occipital face
area (OFA) (Dubois S et al., 1999; Gauthier I et al., 2000; Halgren E et al., 1999; Haxby JV et
al., 1999; Hoffman EA and JV Haxby, 2000; Kanwisher N et al., 1997; Rossion B et al., 2003).
A post-hoc analysis restricted to OFA revealed a main effect of attention in the left hemisphere (p = .005). The main effect of attention was significant (p = .007, corrected) also in
the inferior part of the right OFA, in the primary visual cortex, the posterior part of the collateral sulcus and within the temporal part of the fusiform gyrus.

Figure 5. Results of the RFX-GLM analysis in OFA (whole brain analysis), separately for left and right hemisphere. In
the central column the beta weights of the GLM analysis are displayed. The GLM beta weights are referred to the part
of OFA showing an interaction effect. The mean time courses of the fMRI signal per condition and per region of interest
are also shown.
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3.5. Whole-brain GLM: Frontal regions
Within the frontal lobe we distinguished several areas showing a main effect of attention
(Figure 6, Table 1). In particular, the contrast ATT > IGN revealed bilateral activations within
the insula (p = .007, corrected). Lateralized uniquely on the right hemisphere we found
clusters of activations for the same contrast (p = .007, corrected) within the inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG), the inferior part of the precentral sulcus and within the medial part of the precentral gyrus. The main effect of similarity or interaction of factors was not significant in any
of these or other regions within the frontal lobe.

Figure 6. Results of GLM analysis in frontal areas (whole brain analysis), separately for left and right hemisphere.
The mean time courses of the fMRI signal per condition and per region of interest are displayed. The mean time
courses related to activations in the occipital-temporal lobe are not shown as they were already underlined in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Talairach coordinates related to all regions of interest. Note that as the left and right FFA was localized
respectively for 14 and 16 subjects, individually, the mean Talairach coordinates for this area are displayed with the
standard deviation.

4. Discussion
In the present Chapter we investigated the mechanism of face selection in the context of the
BC model of attention, using fMRI. According to BC, neural representations of irrelevant
(ignored) faces engage in mutual suppressive interactions, whereas attention to a particular
face biases the competition towards the processing of this face only. Participants were presented with blocks of similar or dissimilar pairs of faces and were asked to attend to one of
these faces (attend-to-face condition) or ignore both of them (ignore-faces condition). The
direct comparison between the attend-to-face vs. ignore-faces condition was used to estimate the occurrence of competitive interactions between simultaneously encoded faces.
Neural competition in the ignore-faces condition was investigated in more detail by comparing conditions where similar and dissimilar pairs of faces were presented. The similarity
manipulation was also used to test the hypothesis that a higher overlap in representation
(for similar faces) corresponded to a higher level of competition.
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In line with the BC model, we observed a lower fMRI signal when the two faces were ignored
compared to when one of them was attended to. In addition, and most interestingly, we
found an attention x similarity interaction effect in FFA and OFA suggesting that the similarity manipulation influenced neural activations only within the ignore-faces condition but not
in the attend-to-face condition. The direction of the similarity effect in the ignore-faces
condition (similar < dissimilar) can be interpreted within the framework of BC and neural
population coding: similar faces compete for representation more than dissimilar faces
because they are encoded by neurons that are spatially clustered together.
In line with the bias effect of the BC model we also observed that the enhancement of
activation observed during the attend-to-face condition was independent of the similarity
level between the faces (similar = dissimilar). We interpreted these results as support for the
BC model for face selection within face selective areas. Finally, results in frontal areas suggested that the attentional bias might be controlled by the precentral gyrus/sulcus and the
IFG.
4.1. Neural competition and similarity modulation in FFA and OFA
In the classical BC paradigm, neural competition in early visual areas between two stimuli
was normally tested by comparing the activation of those items presented alone with the
same items presented simultaneously. However, the higher amount of transients for single
faces presented in sequence compared to pairs of faces presented simultaneously could give
rise to an overestimation of neural competition occurring in the latter condition. The attendto-face condition, in contrast, had the same amount of transients as the ignore-faces condition, and hence, offers an alternative way to study BC. In addition, cell recording and fMRI
studies found that, when attention was directed to one of the items presented in a multiple
display, the neural response increased up to the level of the response to the single item
presented alone (Recanzone GH, 2000; Reynolds JH et al., 1999). A recent fMRI study confirmed this idea in the face perception domain as it showed that the attend-to-face condition
is a suitable baseline for single-face processing (Reddy L et al., 2009).
Therefore, in order to overcome the problem of differences in stimulation onsets, we
used the comparison attend-to-face vs. ignore-faces condition to investigate neural competition in FFA. We also relied on the assumption that FFA is sensitive to faces presented in two
different hemifields (Halgren E et al., 1999; Reinholz J and S Pollmann, 2007) and that, in
turn, both faces were encoded and compete for representation (Desimone R, 1998; Desimone R and J Duncan, 1995; Kastner S and LG Ungerleider, 2000, 2001; Pessoa L et al., 2003;
Reynolds JH and R Desimone, 1999). As expected, the fMRI signal was lower when both faces
in the pair were ignored compared to when one of them was attended to (ignore-faces <
attend-to-face) suggesting that two faces simultaneously presented mutually interacted with
each other in a suppressive manner. However, this difference between the two tasks could
also be related to an enhancement effect due to spatial attention.
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In order to confirm the hypothesis that faces in a pair competed for representation, we
focused on the influence of the similarity manipulation within the ignore-faces condition. In
line with the neural competition effect, we observed that the similarity level between the
two faces played a role only within the ignore-faces and not in the attend-to-face condition.
In particular, the ROI analysis in FFA revealed a significant interaction of the factors attention
(ATT vs. IGN) and similarity (SIM vs. DISS) and a significant modulation by similarity within
the ignore-faces condition. In line with our predictions, the fMRI signal in FFA was smaller for
similar than for dissimilar faces when both faces were ignored. We interpreted this result as
reflecting greater neural competition between similar faces. A vast line of research investigated the spatial organization in primate inferior temporal (IT) cortex and its functional role
in object recognition. Several electrophysiological and optical imaging experiments revealed
a general tendency for similar complex features to be mapped in nearby locations in IT
(Fujita I et al., 1992; Kreiman G et al., 2006; Sato T et al., 2008; Tamura H et al., 2005; Tanaka
K, 2003; Wang G et al., 1998). In humans, two fMRI experiments confirmed these findings in
the context of face processing (Jiang X et al., 2006; Loffler G et al., 2005). Both studies used
an fMRI adaptation (fMRI-A) paradigm to infer functional properties of neural populations at
subvoxel resolutions (Grill-Spector K et al., 2006). Results from both studies suggested that
similar faces were encoded by the same neural population while dissimilar faces were encoded by different subpopulations.
The proposed spatial organization of face selective areas may play a role during neural
competition among simultaneously presented stimuli. In fact, the different level of similarity
between faces in our experiment would draw upon different spatial distributions of neurons
encoding both faces in FFA. In particular, we assumed that similar faces would share their
neural representations within the same neural population and they would be seen as ambiguous input at the neural level. This would imply in the context of BC that two similar faces
simultaneously presented compete more for representation than dissimilar faces. The higher
amount of competitive interactions, in the case of similar faces, should result in a lower fMRI
signal in FFA. The significant pairwise comparison IGN_SIM < IGN_DISS supported this hypothesis. In a more general context, this finding of a visual similarity effect also indicated
that both faces were processed by FFA to some extent when presented at the same time
even though ignored.
We observed the same results in OFA as we found in FFA. According to the model of
face perception of Haxby et al. (2000) face information is processed within two stages. In the
first stage, individual facial features and specific attributes as age or gender are extracted
(Bruce V and A Young, 1986; Sergent J et al., 1992). Information from the first stage is sent
further to the second processing stage, in which global face configuration is achieved. The
first processing stage has been associated with OFA, which sends information along the
ventral stream to FFA, which has been associated with the second processing stage. Based
on this model, we can conclude that neural competition between face representations occurred also at the level of single face features in OFA.
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Next to neural coding, perceptual grouping may also play a role in explaining the data in the
context of BC. More specifically, an interaction of grouping and BC might account for the
similarity modulation we observed in FFA and OFA in the ignore-faces condition (interaction
of attention x similarity). In fact, we might assume that similar faces form a perceptual group
according to the Gestalt laws whereas dissimilar faces do not. In a review on BC, Reynolds
and Desimone (1999) proposed a link between neural competition and perceptual grouping.
They claimed that items forming perceptual groups are encoded within the same receptive
field. Therefore, as competitive interactions are stronger at the level of receptive field, two
similar faces (grouping by similarity) were more likely to compete for representation than
dissimilar faces, leading to a lower fMRI signal. In the same review, Reynolds and Desimone
also suggested that attending to one stimulus cause the RF of a cell to “shrink” around the
attended item only. This in turn would explain the absence of similarity modulation within
the attend-to-face condition. However, for the current study we consider the grouping interpretation as rather unlikely because of the low amount of stimuli (only two faces), their
relatively large size (6.5° x 5.4° each) and their position in the visual field (two opposite
hemifields).
As an alternative to the BC account, our result could be related to neural adaptation.
Several fMRI studies have shown a decreased response following stimulus repetition. This
effect has normally been tested by presenting sequences of similar or identical items. In our
study we also mentioned two fMRI studies that performed an adaptation design using similar faces (Jiang X et al., 2006; Loffler G et al., 2005). Both experiment showed a reduced
activity when similar faces were presented compared to dissimilar faces, demonstrating that
FFA might be functionally organized according to the similarity level of the faces represented. Three models have been proposed as a neural basis for the adaptation effect. The
fatigue model assumes that the same neurons activated during the first presentation are
also activated but less strongly when the stimulus is presented again. In the sharpening
model, neurons become specialized and during the repetition a smaller percentage of neurons activates compared to the first stimulus presentation. Finally, the facilitation model
predicts that repetition of a stimulus causes faster processing of the stimulus repeated
which leads a neural activity of shorter duration and/or latencies (Grill-Spector K et al.,
2006). To our knowledge, none of these neural causes have been related to the effects normally observed when several items are simultaneously presented. In addition the present
experiment was carefully designed in order to avoid any adaptation effect due to repetition
of similar faces. In fact, the similarity level between faces was manipulated only at the level
of single trial (within a pair) and not across trials. Pairs of faces in a block were different to
each other both in the similar and dissimilar condition such that any type of adaptation
across conditions was kept constant. However, due to the limited understanding of human
neural adaptation, we cannot strictly rule out that similar mechanisms (fatigue, sharpening,
or facilitation) are effective in sequential as well as in simultaneous presentation.
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A third possible interpretation of the results in the ignore-faces condition could be that
neurons processing one of the faces were inhibited via lateral local connections by surrounding neurons encoding the other face. This, in turn, would result in a higher inhibition effect
for similar compared to dissimilar faces (Knierim JJ and DC van Essen, 1992).
4.2. Attentional bias in FFA and OFA
The involvement of spatial attention to one of the faces elicited a general enhancement of
hemodynamic activity compared to the line comparison task (Wojciulik E et al., 1998). Furthermore, the enhancement we observed when attention was shifted to one of the faces
was statistically indistinguishable when the distractor was similar or dissimilar to the target
face. Therefore, attention to the target face seems to increase the effective “spatial resolution” of the visual system in order to process only the attended face among the two presented (Reynolds JH and R Desimone, 1999). Moreover, the same level of activation between the two attend-to-face conditions confirmed that single faces in both similar and
dissimilar sets were properly selected to elicit the same fMRI signal in FFA. It is unlikely that
the increased activation in FFA and OFA was due to a higher level of difficulty of the attendto-face task compared to the ignore-faces task. In fact, the behavioral results showed no
significant differences in reaction time and error rates between the two tasks. The amount
of eye movement recorded in an EEG experiment using the same experimental design partially confirmed these results. In fact, the total amount of horizontal saccades was very low
(< 4%) and a two-tailed ANOVA did not show any difference between the two tasks (attendto-face, ignore-faces conditions). However, if we assumed that in the attend-to-face task
subjects had the tendency to make horizontal eye-movements towards the face on the left,
a one-tailed ANOVA was the proper statistical test to perform. This analysis revealed a significantly larger amount of horizontal saccades for the attend-to-face vs. ignore-faces condition. Therefore, we cannot fully rule out the possibility that the attentional effect we found
in OFA and FFA was not related to eye-movement.
In summary, in line with the BC model, results in FFA and OFA suggested that the two
simultaneously presented faces were encoded and competed with each other in these areas
(attend-to-face > ignore-faces, ignore-similar-faces < ignore-dissimilar-faces). In addition, we
observed that attention solved neural competition by biasing the neural processing towards
the target face only (attend-to-face > ignore-faces, attend-to-similar-face = attend-todissimilar-face).
4.3. Attentional Bias via Frontal areas
Results in visual areas showed that when one of the faces in the visual field was attended to,
fMRI signal increased compared to the neural response during the ignore-faces condition.
The whole brain analysis revealed possible frontal sources of this biasing signal. In particular,
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the insula, IFG, precentral sulcus and precentral gyrus were selectively recruited during the
attentional task. In the present attentional task the subjects attended to the face on the left
and performed a match-to-face task. The task was performed while ignoring a distracting
face on the right. Previous studies involving similar attentional tasks found an increase of
activation in ventrolateral prefrontal regions (Gitelman DR et al., 1999; Hopfinger JB et al.,
2000; Thomsen T et al., 2005). According to the authors these areas were involved in the
inhibitory filtering of the distracting item in the hemifield opposite to the focus of attention.
In a slightly different view Brown et al. (2006) proposed that both the insula and IFG are
needed to keep attention captured while inhibiting any shift of attention towards the distracting location. Our results for the insula and IFG might reflect both mechanisms. In fact, in
order to perform the task, subjects optimized their focus on the “target” position (left) by
suppressing any attentional bias to the right. Activation in the insula during an attentional
task might also reflect a higher level of anxiety or alertness, as proposed by Lawrence et al.
(2003) in a rapid visual information processing paradigm.
The right precentral sulcus and gyrus also showed a higher fMRI signal during the attentional task compared to the ignore-faces task. Although the precentral sulcus has been demonstrated to be recruited during generation of eye movement, several studies showed that
this area is also involved in visuospatial attentional processes (Brown MR et al., 2006; Corbetta M et al., 1998; Gitelman DR et al., 1999; Grosbras MH et al., 2005; Hopfinger JB et al.,
2000; Law I et al., 1997; Nobre AC et al., 1997; Thomsen T et al., 2005) and attentional
control (Pessoa L et al., 2003). This versatile nature of the precentral sulcus was already
hypothesized by Rizzolatti et al. (1987) within the premotor theory of attention. They stated
that covert attentional mechanisms and overt saccade generation share a neural circuitry in
the initial stages of processing.
Together with the precentral sulcus, the precentral gyrus is also part of the network involved in saccadic eye movement and covert attention (Grosbras MH et al., 2005; Hopfinger
JB et al., 2000; Law I et al., 1997; Petit L et al., 1999). In summary, the right precentral sulcus/gyrus and IFG seem to be plausible candidates to be involved in the bias of neural competition in face selective areas. Overall, this study showed for the first time that BC may play
a relevant role in FFA and OFA for face selection.
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Abstract

This study was designed to investigate the spatio-temporal characteristic of face selection in
the context of the Biased Competition (BC) model using electroencephalography (EEG). Pairs
of similar (SIM) or dissimilar (DISS) faces were presented simultaneously. Subjects had to
attend to one face (ATT) or ignore both faces (IGN). According to the BC account, simultaneously presented faces compete for representation. Spatial attention biases these competitive interactions towards neural processing of the attended face alone. A preceding functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study confirmed the validity of BC as selection
principle in the occipital face area (OFA) and in the fusiform face area (FFA) (IGN SIM<IGN
DISS; ATT SIM=ATT DISS) (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010). The directionality of the similarity
modulation within the IGN condition was interpreted in line with the assumption that within
FFA similar faces are more likely encoded by the same population of neurons, hence leading
to a stronger competition. In the present EEG experiment we investigated when neural
competition and the bias effect take place. Using independent component analysis (ICA), we
focused on face-processing-related components N170 and N250. Whereas we could not find
any context-dependent modulation of the N170, we observed a context x task interaction
within the N250 time-window. Together, the fMRI and EEG results suggested that faces
competed for representation (IGN SIM<IGN DISS) in the N250 time-window within FFA. In
addition, at the same latency (250ms post-stimulus onset) and region of interest (FFA) the
data supported the idea that attention solved neural competition in favor of the relevant
face (ATT SIM=ATT DISS). We also observed a main effect of attention frontally within the
N2b time-window, i.e. about 50 ms later than the attentional bias that solved competitive
interactions. Based on these findings, it is plausible to assume that the frontal activity was
not directly involved in the bias control during selection in FFA.
Keywords: Biased Competition, face selection, visual similarity, N170, N250, ICA
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1. Introduction
Due to its limited capacity, the visual system is not able to fully process several stimuli at the
same time. Attentional mechanisms are needed to select the task-relevant item in a clutter
of other objects (Broadbent D, 1958; Carrasco M et al., 2004; Desimone R and J Duncan,
1995; Hawkins HL et al., 1990; Luck SJ et al., 1994; Treisman AM, 1969). According to the
classical view, attention works as a “spotlight” that enhances the neural representation of
the attended stimulus (Brefczynski JA and EA DeYoe, 1999; Hillyard SA and TF Munte, 1984;
Luck SJ et al., 1994; Posner MI et al., 1980; Reynolds JH et al., 2000). The influence of attention on visual processing was further elaborated by models of attention that assumed a
competitive interaction among items simultaneously presented and ignored. The most influential one is the Biased Competition (BC) model. According to BC, when two stimuli are
presented at the same time within the receptive field of a neuron, the neural representations of the two items interact in a mutually suppressive manner. In this framework, attention acts to bias the neural competition between the two competing items in favor of the
neural processing of the attended one (Desimone R, 1998; Desimone R and J Duncan, 1995;
Kastner S and LG Ungerleider, 2000, 2001; Pessoa L et al., 2003; Reynolds JH and R Desimone, 1999).
Several electrophysiological studies tested this model in monkeys. The classical design
consisted of presenting simultaneously two different items within the receptive field of the
recorded cells in the visual cortex, while the monkey ignored the stimuli. In such an experimental setting the cells’ firing rate related to the objects was a weighted average of the
activity of the same items presented alone. In line with the BC model, these results suggested that multiple objects compete for representation. In the context of neural competition, the effect of attention was also investigated. The neural activity associated with attending to one item in a group of other objects was comparable to the activity related to the
processing of the same items presented alone and being ignored (Recanzone GH, 2000;
Reynolds JH et al., 1999). These results confirmed the role of attention as the bias control
needed to select the stimulus relevant for behavior (Chelazzi L et al., 1998; Chelazzi L et al.,
2001; Desimone R and J Duncan, 1995; Luck SJ et al., 1997; Miller EK et al., 1993; Moran J
and R Desimone, 1985; Reynolds JH et al., 1999; Treue S and JC Martinez Trujillo, 1999;
Treue S and JH Maunsell, 1996). According to Reynolds and Desimone (1999), the competing
interactions between stimuli representations are caused by the inhibitory connections projecting from the cells encoding the stimuli to the recorded neuron. In addition, attention to
one of the stimuli suppresses the inhibiting influence of the unattended stimulus. This in
turn makes the attended stimulus the only one that is processed as relevant.
The BC model was also tested in the human visual cortex with functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). A first series of experiments focused on the competitive aspect of
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BC. They showed that when several items were simultaneously presented the fMRI signal
decreases compared to when they were presented one at a time. This result was interpreted
as a suppression effect due to neural competition among the items in the cluster (Beck DM
and S Kastner, 2005, 2007; Kastner S et al., 1998; Kastner S et al., 2001; Kastner S et al.,
1999). The attentional bias hypothesis of the BC model was approached by another series of
studies. They observed a general enhancement of activation when both top-down and bottom-up attentional mechanisms came into play. In particular, the fMRI signal increased up to
the level of the activation elicited by the same objects presented alone whenever one stimulus in a cluster of other stimuli was attended to (Beck DM and S Kastner, 2005; Bles M et al.,
2006; Kastner S et al., 1999).
A recent fMRI experiment by Reddy et al. (2009) tested the BC model by presenting
complex stimuli (e.g. faces, objects and buildings) either in isolation or as pairs. A weighted
average and a weighted sum model were tested by comparing the condition where subjects
attended to both items vs. when they attended only to one of them. The results supported
the weighted average model suggesting that the two presented stimuli compete for representation. The study also demonstrated that the amount of competition in FFA was limited
in case a face was paired with a stimulus belonging to a different category (e.g. building and
objects), indicating differences in the inhibitory influence within and between categories.
Jacques and Rossion (2004, 2006) investigated context effects in face selection using
electroencephalography (EEG). They tested whether the face-related N170 component was
sensitive to the context in which a central face (target face) was embedded. The target face
was presented with other non-face stimuli (scrambled faces) or together with other faces.
The authors observed that the N170 amplitude decreased when two faces were simultaneously presented. In line with the study by Reddy et al. (2009), this result indicates that when
a face is paired with a non-face stimulus neural competition between these two stimuli does
not occur. It also suggests that two simultaneously presented faces may compete for representation.
In an fMRI study we further investigated this idea by focusing on the interaction between two faces when they were simultaneously presented (Gentile F and BM Jansma,
2010). In particular we tested whether the amount of competition is related to the characteristics of the neural population codes. This hypothesis was inspired by recent studies by
Jiang et al. (2006) and Loffler et al. (2005) which suggested that similar faces are more likely
to be encoded by the same neural population than dissimilar faces. Therefore, presenting a
pair of similar faces would result in a higher competition effect due to the stronger inhibitory
connections within the same population. This would lead to a lower fMRI signal within FFA
compared to processing dissimilar faces. This working hypothesis was confirmed by our
results as we observed a significant decrease in fMRI signal for the ignore-similar-faces condition vs. the ignore-dissimilar-faces condition in OFA and in FFA. This similarity modulation
within the ignore-faces condition suggested that faces were both encoded and competed for
representation both in OFA and in FFA. In order to investigate the effect of attention on the
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competitive interactions between faces, we included an attend-to-face condition where the
participants had to attend to one of the faces and perform a match to sample task. We
observed that during the attend-to-face condition activation in OFA and FFA was indistinguishable for similar and dissimilar faces displays, confirming that attention is needed to bias
neural competition in favor of the processing of the target. Overall, these results suggested
that face selection takes place via biased competition.
However, due to the sluggishness of the hemodynamic response, it was not possible to
track the dynamics of such a mechanism. In the present study we used EEG to investigate
when the two main components of BC, “competition” and “bias”, take place. The stimuli
display, the experimental design and the procedure were identical for the EEG and the fMRI
study. The EEG signal was recorded from 32 electrodes. The EEG data were analyzed with
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). This type of analysis is relevant especially when
several neural mechanisms as perception, neural competition and attention might work in
parallel or in overlapping time-windows. In fact, the basic idea of ICA applied to EEG is that
over a sufficient amount of time, the brain sources generating the signal on the scalp become temporally independent from each other. In the present case, the EEG dataset was
decomposed in 32 time-courses (independent components - ICs). In addition, each IC was
associated with a topographic map representing the projection on the scalp of its neural
generator. Therefore, the event related potential (ERP) analysis we performed here was not
related to the EEG signal at a specific electrode or group of electrodes but to an IC component in correspondence to a specific spatial source.
Several ERP studies showed that the visual processing of a face occurs through two
stages: an early and a late stage. The former was first identified by a significant difference
for a negative potential around 170 ms after stimulus onset when faces were compared with
non-face stimuli. This component known as the N170 is most prominent at occipitotemporal electrodes (Bentin S, Allison, T., Puce, A., Perez, E., and McCarthy, G., 1996; Rossion B et al., 1999). The N170 has been shown to be responsible for the featural encoding of
a face (Eimer M, 2000). The first ERP component sensitive to the holistic representation of a
face is the occipitotemporal negativity N250 (Nasr S and H Esteky, 2009).
Based on the results of the preceding fMRI study (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010), we
expected that the two faces were automatically encoded and competed for representation
when they were ignored. In addition, the ERP/ICs analysis allowed us to separately focus on
the N170 and the N250 and to investigate at which stage of face processing neural competition takes place. Therefore, we expected to find a similarity modulation in the ignore-faces
condition (IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS) either at the level of the N170 or in correspondence of the
N250.
In the fMRI experiment, the similarity factor modulated OFA and FFA only within the ignore-faces condition. The fMRI signal was comparable in the attend-to-face task for similar
and dissimilar faces (ATT_SIM=ATT_DISS). This lack of similarity modulation suggested that
attending to one of the two faces solved (or biased) neural competition towards the process35

ing of that face only. In line with this result we expected to observe the same bias effect at
that stage of face processing sensitive to the mutual interaction between the two faces.
OFA and FFA (as measured in fMRI) also showed a main effect of attention (ATT>IGN). A
large network of frontal regions was detected as a potential source of this attentional modulation and in turn of the bias signal that solved neural competition between the two faces. In
the present study the high temporal resolution of EEG was used to verify this hypothesis. We
investigated whether the two mechanisms (attention and bias) have a common origin or
whether they are functionally distinct in time and location. Differences in temporal processing of various neural events were identified via latency shifts between occipitally and frontally distributed ERP components. In particular, under the assumption that frontal areas
drive the BC process in OFA and FFA, we expected to find an early frontal ERP modulation
related to covert attention and selection and a relatively late BC modulation of a facerelated ERP component.
In addition to ERP and ICA component analysis, we performed dipole source modeling
on the scalp maps associated with the ICs-time-courses (see above). Compared to the standard approach (Klopp J et al., 2000), the advantage of solving the inverse problem on the ICmaps is that each IC represents the activity of a single cortical source which generates a
specific spatial pattern on the scalp (IC-map). In particular, each IC-map was modeled with a
single active equivalent dipole whose projection best-fitted the spatial distribution of that
map. Therefore, this new approach offered the opportunity to reliably localize the cortical
generators of the N170-ICs and the N250-ICs and, in turn, to gain insight into the flow of
information between OFA and FFA in the fMRI experiment. In fact, models of face perception suggested that the two face-selective regions might be functionally connected in a
bottom-up (Haxby JV et al., 2000) or top-down manner (Rossion B et al., 2003). The source
modeling of the ICs allowed us to investigate whether the pattern of activations we observed in FFA was caused by OFA or vice versa.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Nineteen healthy volunteers (17 females, two left-handed) with normal or corrected to
normal visual acuity participated in this study. The age of participants ranged from 18 to 28
years. They were all students recruited at Maastricht University and their participation was
compensated with academic credit points. After explanation of the procedures, participants
signed an informed consent form. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the
faculty. One of the subjects was discarded from the analysis due to technical difficulties
during the EEG measurement.
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2.2. Stimulus preparation
The stimuli used in the present experiment were the same employed in the previous fMRI
study (Chapter 2). In particular, they consisted of two sets of 16 pairs of faces. One set represented similar (SIM) and the other dissimilar (DISS) faces (see Figure 1, 3.a in Chapter 2 for
examples). The faces in the pairs were selected from a large set of pictures of faces (total of
60 pictures) provided by Mark Steyvers (http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/software.htm).
The pictures were all taken under similar lightning with neutral facial expressions (Kayser S,
1985).
Similarity between faces was defined by using the two major approaches adopted for
face representation: the purely psychological or top-down approach and the purely computational or bottom-up approach (see Figure 1.a, b in Chapter 2). Both approaches are based
on the multidimensional representation of faces (Steyvers M, & Busey, T. , 2000) and are
described in details in “Stimulus preparation” in Chapter 2.
The final set of stimuli was derived as follows: a pair of faces was labeled as a SIM (or
DISS) pair, only if both faces were labeled as such in the top-down as well as in the bottomup approach (see Figure 1.c in Chapter 2). As a last step, we computed the distance of both
sets of faces from a mean face in order to avoid differences in the level of activation within
FFA, across conditions (Loffler G et al., 2005). SIM and DISS faces were, on average, at the
same distance from the mean face.
2.3. Procedure in the main experiment
The experiment consisted of four runs in a block-design (Figure 1). Each run consisted of 4
blocks and started with a blank screen with a white fixation cross lasting for 3 seconds. At
the beginning of each block a visual instruction (attend-to-face and ignore-faces condition,
see below) was presented for 3 seconds, followed by a white cross on a blank screen after
which the trial started. A block consisted of thirty-nine trials. A single trial started with the
presentation of a white fixation cross in the centre of a blank screen of varying duration
(mean 2500 ms, range 2000 – 3000 ms), followed by a pair of faces presented for 500 ms.
The two faces were positioned in opposite hemifields and they were either SIM or DISS to
each other. The single pictures subtended approximately 4.1° (height) x 3.5° (width) of visual
angle and were aligned to the centre of the screen. The entire visual display covered 4.1°
(height) x 7.8° (width) of visual angle. The display size was designed to be comparable with
those used in previous studies on face processing (Gauthier I et al., 2000; Halgren E et al.,
1999; Kanwisher N et al., 1997; Rossion B et al., 2003; Steeves JK et al., 2006; Wojciulik E et
al., 1998). Therefore, it was reasonable to assume that FFA integrated the two simultaneously presented faces within each experimental trial (Halgren E et al., 1999; Reinholz J and S
Pollmann, 2007). When the two faces were presented, the fixation cross changed into two
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bars (0.2° in height) that were placed between the two faces (0.17° above and below the
centre of the screen). The width of the bars varied between 1 and 5 pixels. A block of trials
ended with a resting condition consisting of a blank screen with a white cross lasting for 2
seconds. The instruction signalled the type of task to be performed in the following block: an
ignore-faces (IGN) and an attend-to-face task (ATT) (see Figure 3.a and Procedure in the
main experiment in Chapter 2, for a detailed description of both tasks). In the ignore-faces
and attend-to-face condition, targets occurred on average 20% of the time. The subject was
asked to respond as fast and accurately as possible within a 1500 ms time-window (comprising the face pair display duration and 1 second of blank screen).

Figure 1. Experimental design. (a) Block design with examples of two different conditions (ignore-faces with
dissimilar display and attend-to-face with similar display).

The design was a 2 x 2 repeated measures design with factors task (ATT, IGN) and similarity
(SIM, DISS), leading to 4 conditions (IGN_DISS, IGN_SIM, ATT_SIM, ATT_DISS, see Figure 3.b
in Chapter 2). The participants were not made aware of the similarity manipulation between
the two faces. The order of the blocks was randomised and counterbalanced across participants and runs by means of the Williams design (Williams EJ, 1949). This scheme is a generalized Latin square design, balanced for first-order carryover effects. The stimulus display
was identical for both types of task. After the explanation of the task, and application of the
electrodes, participants were comfortably seated in an electrically shielded, soundattenuated room in front of a computer monitor at a distance of 80 centimeters. The stimuli
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were delivered using the Presentation 12.2 package (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.
www.neurobs.com). Participants were instructed to fixate the centre of the screen throughout the experiment and to minimise head and eye-movements for the whole duration of the
experiment. The entire session lasted approximately 60 minutes.
2.4. EEG recording
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was measured using 29 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (QuickCap, Neuroscan Inc. Tm). The electrodes were positioned according to the
international 10–20 system (Klem GH et al., 1999) with the electrodes Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz,
FC3, FC4, FP1, FP2, AFz, T3, T4, T5, T6, TP7, TP8, Cz, C3, C4, CPz, CP3, CP4, Pz, P3, P4, Oz, O1,
O2. Reference electrodes were positioned at both mastoids (A1, A2). The left mastoid (A1)
was used as online reference for the electrical signal measured on the scalp. Vertical eye
movements and eye-blinks were monitored by a bipolar montage placed above and below
the left upper and lower orbital ridge. Horizontal eye movements were recorded with a
bipolar montage placed at the left and right canthi. Electrode impedance was kept below 5
KΩ. EEG data were recorded and amplified using Neuroscan SynAmps with a 0.05–30 Hz
bandpass and sampled at 4-ms intervals (250 Hz).
2.5. Analysis
EEG data were epoched with an interval of 900 ms, time-locked to the onset of the presentation of the pair of faces. Epochs included a 100-ms pre-stimulus baseline correction interval
and they were 0.3–30 Hz bandpass filtered (Butterworth, zero phase, 24dB/oct).
Data were decomposed in independent components (ICs) via ICA (Onton J and S
Makeig, 2006). The ICA algorithm takes as input the EEG signal recorded at the scalp channels and considers each of these signals as a linear mixture of temporal independent components. ICA searches for those time courses in the mixture that are maximally independent
to each other. The ICs represent the brain sources that give rise to the signal recorded over
the scalp. This assumption arises from the observation that the density of local synaptic
contacts among pyramidal cells is much larger than the long-range connections. Therefore, it
is plausible to consider, across a reasonable amount of time, the brain as divided into separate functional areas. These areas are supposed to contribute to temporally independent
neural processes within a time-window of interest. The ICA model also assumes that these
activities originating in the cortex are spatially constant and project onto the scalp instantaneously and linearly via volume conduction. As brain sources are not the only sources contributing to the signal on the scalp, different type of artifacts (e.g. eye-blinks, muscle and
heart beat artifact) are also included in the model. In summary, the signal at each electrode
can be considered as a linear mixture of independent cortical and non-cortical sources that is
spatially fixed over time and that are identified by ICA.
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Before running the ICA we removed those artifacts that were particularly problematic for the
ICA algorithm. They mainly consisted of large muscle movements that give rise to high amplitude and high frequency noise. In addition, large muscle movements and other irregular
artifacts are unique, non-stereotyped and most importantly associated with one single component each. Visual inspection was used to remove the epochs characterized by this type of
artifacts.
After the pruning procedure, the concatenated single-trial data sets were decomposed
using infomax ICA implemented in EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab). The ICA decomposition gave rise to 32 temporal ICs (complete decomposition) and for each component 32
weights were extracted. These weights represented the relative contribution of a specific
component to the 32 electrode signal. Therefore, a single IC was characterized by a time
course and a scalp map made of the weights associated to that component. From the IC time
course were extracted the ERPs related to the 4 conditions (IGN_SIM, IGN_DISS, ATT_SIM,
ATT_DISS) excluding target trials. The scalp topography and the event-related average of the
IC time course were used to separate task-related and artifacts components. We isolated
stereotyped artifact, repeating over time, like eye-movement, eye-blink and some restricted
category of muscle movement (e.g. heart beat and muscle tension). The remaining brainactivity related components were collected from all subjects.
We also modeled the ICs scalp maps with one or two equivalent current dipole models
by using the DIPFIT algorithm of EEGLAB. The components fitting the model with a residual
variance lower than 15% were kept for further analysis. These components were, in turn,
divided into clusters according to their scalp distribution and temporal dynamics. We first
defined a few groups of components characterized by the same spatial distribution of their
scalp maps. Similarly, we defined groups of ICs identified by an ERP time course that was
represented by a prominent negativity or positivity in a specific time-window. The ICs that
had the same ERP morphology and spatial distribution (scalp maps) were clustered across
subjects.
Statistics on the components in a cluster were performed on the associated ERPs. In
particular, we computed for each ERP the peak latency of the negativity (or positivity) characterizing that cluster. The mean amplitude was calculated for a time-window +/- 30 ms
around the peak for all conditions, subjects, and components. In order to have one single
statistical entry per subject, the corresponding amplitude values were averaged together if
several ICs were associated to the same subjects. These values were submitted to a repeated
measures ANOVA. The same statistical analysis as for the IC-ERPs was performed by considering the minimum (maximum) envelope of their back-projections on the scalp. The backprojections of the ICs were then used to evaluate the contribution of each cluster to the
variance related to the grand ERP average in a specific time-window.
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3. Results
3.1. Behavioral Results
We computed error rates (ERs) and reaction times (RTs) on the IGN and ATT task for SIM and
DISS conditions. Mean error rates and RTs were then submitted to a repeated measures
ANOVA with two factors attention and similarity. No significant main effects of attention (F
(1, 17) = 0.01, p = .934, mean RT ATT = 738 ms, SE = 29, IGN = 737 ms, SE = 36), similarity (F
(1, 17) = 1.08, p = .313, mean RT SIM = 730 ms, SE = 28, DISS = 746 ms, SE = 36) or interaction
(F (1, 17) = 0.25, p = .620) were observed for RTs. The same analysis on ERs did not reveal
any main effect of attention (F (1, 17) =0.00, p=.953, mean ER ATT = 28 %, SE = 5, IGN = 28 %,
SE = 3) or similarity (F (1, 17) = 1.65, p = .216, mean ER SIM = 26 %, SE = 2, DISS = 30 %, SE =
5). Unlike the RTs results, the interaction of factors attention and similarity was significant
for the ERs (F (1, 17) = 6.75, p = .019). The pairwise comparisons showed that the difference
between dissimilar and similar condition within the attend-to-faces condition approached
significance (ATT_SIM < ATT_DISS: F = 3.59, p=.075; IGN_SIM > IGN_SIM: F = 2.23, p = 0.153).
3.2. ICA clusters and estimated sources
The ICA cluster analysis revealed 3 clusters of interest namely the N170, N250 and N2bcluster. The N170-cluster consisted of 11 components from 11 subjects. They were characterized by a negativity peaking around 180 ms. A 2x2 ANOVA performed on the ICs did not
reveal any main effect of attention, similarity or interaction of factors for this cluster (Figure
2.a).
The IC scalp maps showed a central occipital distribution. These maps were used for
source dipole modeling. In particular, we assumed that the N170 was generated by two
bilateral cortical sources. In fact, the ICA extracts one central component from two synchronized sources. Moreover, the N170 has been associated with the first phase of face encoding
corresponding anatomically with a face selective region located on the lateral bank of the
lateral occipital complex (LOC) and defined as OFA. Therefore, in order to investigate
whether OFA was a realistic source of the N170, we seeded a two-equivalent current dipole
into the centro-lateral part of the inferior occipital gyrus (Figure 2.b). This source dipole
model accounted on average for 98.41 % of the observed variance (97.29 % - 99.15 %).
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Figure 2. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: the N170. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs
of the N170-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60
ms around 180 ms (average peak). (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N170-cluster. Center: Average of the
ICs spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

The clustering procedure revealed another face-specific cluster defined as the N250-cluster
whose components (17 ICs extracted from 12 subjects) were identified by a negative deflection around 230 ms. The statistical analysis on these components revealed a significant
interaction of factors attention and similarity (Figure 3.a). Attention: (F (1, 11) = .017, p =
.898, mean amplitude ATT = -1.4, SE = .423, IGN = -1.4, SE = .395). Similarity: (F (1, 11) =
1.896, p = .196, mean amplitude SIM = -1.4, SE = .409, DISS = -1.46, SE = .399). Interaction: (F
(1, 11) = 5.316, p = .042). The interaction effect was further investigated by comparing the
similar vs. dissimilar condition within the attend-to-face and the ignore-faces condition
separately. The pairwise comparisons showed no difference in the attend-to-face condition,
but a significant effect of similarity within the ignore-faces condition (ATT_SIM > ATT_DISS: F
= .10, p=.756; IGN_SIM < IGN_DISS: F = 8.67 p = .013). The same 2x2 ANOVA was performed
on the back-projections of the ICs onto the scalp (original space). This analysis, in line with
the previous one, revealed an interaction effect (F (1, 11) = 8.46, p = .014). This interaction
reflected, once again, no similarity effect within the attend-to-face condition but a signifi-
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cant difference between the ignore-similar-faces and ignore-dissimilar faces conditions
(ATT_SIM > ATT_DISS: F = .17, p = .688; IGN_SIM <. IGN_DISS: F = 7.59, p = .019).
The IC scalp maps were characterized by a posterior-central distribution. Several studies
suggested, based on source modeling, that the N250 is generated in FFA (Schweinberger SR
et al., 2004; Schweinberger SR et al., 2007; Schweinberger SR et al., 2002). In addition, our
fMRI study showed an interaction effect between attention and similarity bilaterally within
FFA. Therefore, similarly to the seeding procedure used for the N170, we modeled the scalp
maps of the N250-cluster with two symmetrical dipoles located bilaterally in the anterior
part of fusiform gyrus (Figure 3.b). These dipole models located within FFA accounted on
average for 93.22 % of the total variance (90.17 % - 97.47 %).

Figure 3. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: the N250. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs
of the N250-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60
ms around 230 ms (average peak). (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N250-cluster. Center: Average of the
ICs spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

The N2b-cluster consisted of 15 components from 11 subjects. The ICs in this cluster were
characterized by a large negativity around 270 ms. A 2x2 ANOVA on the ICs mean amplitudes
revealed a main effect of attention and no main effect of similarity or interaction (Figure
4.a). Attention: (F (1, 10) = 45.092, p = .000, mean amplitude ATT = -1.649, SE = .327, IGN = .545, SE = .226). Similarity: (F (1, 10) = .001, p = .980, mean amplitude SIM = -1.096, SE =
.297, DISS = -1.099, SE = .250). Interaction: (F (1, 10) = .312, p = .589). We found the same
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pattern of results when we back-projected the ICs of the N2b-cluster onto the scalp. In fact,
a 2x2 ANOVA revealed a main effect of attention (F (1, 10) = 29.427, p = .000, mean amplitude ATT = -3.065, SE = .595, IGN = -1.324, SE = .325) and no other effects.

Figure 4. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: N2b. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs of
the N2b-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60 ms
around 270 ms. (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N2b-cluster. Center: Average of the ICs spatial distribution. Right: location of the dipoles-models used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

The topography associated with the ICs in the N2b-cluster had a fronto-central scalp distribution. In contrast to the N170 and N250 analysis, for the N2b we did not have a clear expectation on the source location of the dipole models. In fact based on the fMRI results
several frontal areas (bilaterally within the insula and in the right hemisphere within the
inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus/sulcus) were involved in the attentional task. Therefore, we did not proceed with seeding dipoles in a specific area. Instead, we computed for
each IC an equivalent current dipole (a one or two dipole model) characterized by a projection on the scalp that best-fitted the observed scalp topography of that component. The best
fitting dipoles mainly corresponded to a network of regions in the prefrontal cortex comprising the cingulate gyrus, the insula and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (Figure 4.b). On average
these dipoles accounted for 95.04 % of the total variance (89.21 % - 99.10 %).
In order to test whether the three described clusters were representative respectively
for the N170, N250 and N2b ERP component on the scalp, we computed the contribution of
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the IC-back-projections to the grand average ERP in three corresponding time-windows: 140
- 220 ms (N170), 170-250 ms (N250) and 220 - 300 ms (N2b). In the 140 - 220 ms timewindow the ICs in the N170-cluster were the components that contributed the most to the
grand average for all 4 conditions (ATT_SIM = 38.55 %, ATT_DISS = 40.88%, IGN_SIM = 48.34
%, IGN_DISS = 55.11 %). In the second 170-250 ms time-window we observed that the N250
was the cluster that contributed the most to the signal on the scalp in the ignore-faces conditions (IGN_SIM = 27.59 %, IGN_DISS = 28.28 %). In the same time-window both the N250
and N2b-clusters were relevant in explaining the overall signal in the attend-to-face condition (N250: ATT_SIM = 31.15%, ATT_DISS = 33.37 %; N2b: ATT_SIM = 34.35%, ATT_DISS =
37.39 %). In the third 220 - 300 ms time-window the N2b-cluster was the one that contributed the most but only in the attend-to-face condition (ATT_SIM = 23.57 %, ATT_DISS =
27.36%).

4. Discussion
In the present study we investigated the temporal properties of face selection in the context
of BC, using EEG and ICA. The BC model states that neural representations of simultaneously
presented items compete with each other. Attention biases the neural competition in favor
of the object relevant for further cognitive processes and behavior. In a preceding fMRI
study (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010) we tested the BC model by using the same face stimuli, procedure and design as described here. We observed both in OFA and FFA a BC-like
activation pattern (IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS - competition; ATT_SIM=ATT_DISS – bias). In addition, frontal areas, such as insula, inferior frontal gyrus and precentral gyrus/sulcus showed a
main effect of attention and no similarity effect (ATT>IGN), suggesting that these areas
triggered the bias (selection) downstream towards OFA and FFA (Gentile F and BM Jansma,
2010). However, the signal we observed in the fMRI experiment was a “summary” of neural
events occurring during 500 ms (trial duration), and it could not be used to study temporal
dynamics. In the present study we used the high temporal resolution of EEG and focused on
ERP components related to face processing and selection. We tested which of these ERP
components were sensitive to neural interactions between competitive items (faces) and to
the attentional signal that eventually biased such interactions towards the relevant face. The
ERP analysis was also used to investigate whether the origin of the attentional modulation
that biased competition in OFA and FFA was caused by top-down signals from frontal areas
as suggested by our fMRI results.
In this experiment subjects had to carry out a complex task. Several neural mechanisms
like face processing (i.e., encoding of facial features, the holistic configuration of a face and
face recognition), attention (attentional shift and bias) and response execution were involved at the same time. This means that several neural sources were at work simultaneously. As a consequence, several ERP components related to these functions temporally and
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spatially overlapped on the scalp. In order to investigate the access of the visual information
of both face as well as the selection of the relevant one within each source, we needed to
disentangle these processes into independent events. This was accomplished by analyzing
the EEG data using ICA. The efficacy of this tool has been shown in several EEG experiments
both in the temporal (Debener S, S Makeig et al., 2005; Debener S, M Ullsperger et al., 2005;
Makeig S, M Westerfield, TP Jung et al., 1999; Makeig S, M Westerfield, J Townsend et al.,
1999) and spectral (Makeig S et al., 2004; Makeig S et al., 2002; Onton J et al., 2005; Riecke L
et al., 2009) domain. We used ICA to search for ICs that represented the ERPs related to the
processes involved in the two tasks (ignore-faces/attend-to-face tasks) for the two types of
stimuli (similar/dissimilar faces).
The ICs extracted for all subjects were divided into clusters according to their temporal
and spatial characteristics. In line with the cognitive processes related to the subjects’ task
we found ICs-clusters related to ERP components indexing face processing and spatial attention namely the N170, N250 and the N2b. In a nutshell, the pattern of result at the N170 (no
effects) suggested that no competition or bias effect takes place at an early phase of face
processing. The analysis at the level of the N250 indicated that faces compete for representation in the ignore-faces condition in a later time-window where the holistic encoding of a
face occurred. In the same time-window, we found that attention biased neural competition
towards the attended face. However, we did not observe a main effect of attention in the
N250 time-window. The lack of an attentional effect for the N250 differentiates this ERP
component from the pattern of fMRI signal we observed in OFA and FFA. This difference
between the fMRI results in face selective areas and the N250 suggested that the attentional
effect in the fMRI data could only arise from later top-down processing. It also indicated that
the significant difference between attend-to-face and ignored-faces condition within OFA
and FFA was an effect of temporal integration of the fMRI signal related to several cognitive
processes over time. In fact, the main effect of attention we found in the N2b confirmed that
the enhancement of activation in OFA and FFA in the attend-to-face condition might be due
to an attentional and/or task dependent top-down effect. The observation that the N2b
evolves around 50 ms later than the bias effect in the N250 suggested that bias and topdown control are independent from each other, and that bias precedes top-down taskrelated attentional modulation.
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4.1. The N170-cluster
The IC cluster analysis clearly identified a N170-cluster whose components were characterized by a negative deflection around 180 ms. In order to validate the “goodness” of this
cluster as a representative of the N170 ERP on the scalp we computed the variance explained by the back-projected ICs to the negative signal on the scalp. The N170-cluster
turned out to be the one that contributed the most to the signal on the scalp in the 140 –
220 ms time-window. The topography associated with the ICs showed an occipito-central
distribution. The N170 has been functionally and anatomically associated with OFA, more
specifically with the early phase of face perception consisting with the structural encoding of
a face (Eimer M, 2000; Itier RJ and MJ Taylor, 2002). This correspondence was confirmed by
modeling the IC-scalp maps with two equivalent dipoles located in the lateral bank of LOC,
recently identified with OFA (96.23 % averaged explained variance).
Although the N170 and the OFA (as measured in fMRI) showed a reasonable anatomical
fit, the two measurements (hemodynamic imaging and electrophysiological recording) differed in several aspects at the functional level. The statistical analysis on the mean amplitude around the N170 peaks did not show the same interaction and the main effect of attention we observed in the fMRI signal in OFA and FFA. In Gentile F and BM Jansma (2010), we
interpreted this pattern of activation (IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS; ATT_SIM=ATT_DISS) as evidence
for competitive interactions between the two faces when they were both ignored. This
result also showed the effect of the attentional bias that solved the competition towards the
face attended to. In contrast, the lack of effects in the N170 suggests that the system has not
yet processed the two faces. Alternatively, at this early stage of face processing faces might
still be processed in terms of their basic components. Therefore, the absence of any similarity modulation within the ignore-faces condition would imply that faces do not compete at
the featural level.
In more general terms, we can conclude that selection of a face in the context of another face does not occur in the N170-time-window and most importantly not in line with
the BC model. In addition, the anatomical correspondence between the N170 and OFA
forced us to reconsider the role of OFA in the context of BC and face selection (see below).
Another difference between the EEG and fMRI results was the lack of any main effect of
attention in the N170 that we clearly found at the level of the hemodynamic response in
OFA and FFA. In a recent study, Furey ML et al., (2006) showed a very similar divergence
while measuring with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and fMRI the effect of attention on
face processing. They observed that the hemodynamic response in the fusiform and inferior
occipital cortex was strongly modulated when attention was focused on faces compared to
houses. The same pattern was not found at the level of the early face-selective response
(M170). The only modulation of the MEG signal was found in a later stage of processing
identified as “category-related” component.
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4.2. The N250-cluster
The N250-cluster consisted of ICs with a large negativity around 230 ms. IC scalp maps were
characterized by a posterior-central distribution. Dipole source analysis suggested that FFA is
a plausible source location for the ICs in this cluster (93.22 % averaged explained variance).
The anatomical correspondence between the N250-ICs and FFA (as measured with
fMRI) was accompanied by time course similarities of post synaptic (ERP) and hemodynamic
response (fMRI signal). Both dependent variables showed similar BC-like interactions
(IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS; ATT_SIM=ATT_DISS). As in FFA, a planned pairwise comparison for the
N250-ICs showed a significant similarity modulation in the ignore-faces condition
(IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS) and no similarity effect for the attend-to-face condition. The same
interaction effect and the same significant difference within the ignore-faces conditions
were found for the N250-ICs back-projected on the scalp. In addition, the N250-cluster (together with the N2b-cluster) contributed the most to the grand average ERP in the timewindow 170 – 250 ms for all four conditions. This confirmed the relevance of the N250cluster as representative of the N250 ERP component.
The occipito-temporal N250 has been shown to be face-selective (Nasr S and H Esteky,
2009; Schweinberger SR et al., 2004) and to be responsible for the global configuration of a
face. Several studies demonstrated that the N250 is sensitive to face familiarity, face repetition (Pfutze EM et al., 2002; Schweinberger SR et al., 2004; Tanaka JW et al., 2006) and it is
thought to be related to face identification. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the
significant difference between similar and dissimilar pairs of faces within the ignore-faces
condition reflects a simultaneous encoding of both faces at the holistic level of representation. The direction of the similarity modulation within the ignore-faces condition
(IGN_SIM<IGN_DISS) is in line with the neural representation of faces in the context of neural competition. In fact, two recent fMRI studies showed that similar faces are likely to be
encoded by the same neural population. In contrast, dissimilar faces are processed by distinct subpopulation of neurons (Jiang X et al., 2006; Loffler G et al., 2005). According to BC,
two similar faces would compete more for representation due to larger inhibition among the
neurons in the cohort. This would lead to a lower overall activity and signal amplitudes for
the processing of similar compared to dissimilar faces. The significant difference between
the ignore-dissimilar-faces vs. ignore-similar-faces condition could not be explained by any
repetition suppression effect (neural adaptation over time) and its difference between the
similar and dissimilar conditions. We ruled out such a possible confound as the similarity
between faces was only manipulated within a trial (in a pair) and was kept constant for both
conditions across trials.
In line with BC, the lack of similarity modulation within the attend-to-face condition
suggested that neural processing was biased towards the perception of the target face only.
In fact the N250 might reflect the effect of covert attention to select the relevant face at the
target position (Eimer M and M Kiss ; Theeuwes J). The bias effect of attention in a competi-
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tive system was explained by Reynolds and Desimone (1999) by using the “shrinking receptive field” metaphor. In fact, attention to the target face seems to increase the effective
spatial resolution of the visual system in order to process only the target in a pair, making it
context-independent. This “shrinking” of the receptive field or context independence can be
seen as an efficient selection mechanism for relevance in complex scenes – or as tested here
– in multiple faces displays.
Therefore, as commented above, the interaction of factors attention and similarity at
the level of the N250 suggests that attention only affect a later stage of face processing
(Furey ML et al., 2006). However, unlike the fMRI pattern in OFA and FFA, the N250 did not
show any main effect of attention. This result is not surprising in the context of BC. In fact,
according to the BC model as tested in electrophysiology, two stimuli simultaneously presented and ignored elicited a neural response equivalent to the weighted average of the
response to each item alone. In the present study, the stimuli in the pair (faces) were selected in such a way they would elicit the same hemodynamic response in FFA (see Stimulus
preparation). Therefore, it is very likely that the weighted average responses to the two
faces (ignore-faces condition) matched the response to one single face (attend-to-face condition). The observed attentional modulation in OFA and FFA can only be interpreted as a
result of a different process, i.e. a later top-down mechanism (see below). We suggested
that this temporal segregation was camouflaged in fMRI due to the temporal integration of
the fMRI signal across trials and blocks.
In summary, the combination of ICA and ERP analysis revealed that selecting a single
face in a pair occurred in a BC-fashion at a relatively late stage of face processing, around
250 ms post-stimulus onset. In Gentile F and BM Jansma (2010), we suggested that this
mechanism takes place in OFA and FFA. However, in light with the dipole source modeling
for the N170 and N250-ICs, the findings of the present study indicated that FFA plays a central role in selection in the N250-time-window, while the OFA activation pattern might derive from a feedback effect from higher order areas like FFA itself (Rossion B et al., 2003).
4.3. The N2b-cluster
In the present study, by using EEG, it was possible to investigate the temporal characteristics
and the sources of the attentional effect we observed in OFA and FFA during the fMRI experiment. The ICA analysis revealed a cluster of ICs that we defined as the N2b-cluster based
on its spatial and temporal characteristics (200 - 300 ms interval after stimulus onset, distributed frontally and over central electrode sites).
The optimal dipole fits related to the N2b activity were located within those frontocentral regions that showed a main effect of attention in the fMRI experiment namely within
the insula and the inferior frontal gyrus. In addition, for some ICs the dipoles fitted within
the cingulate gyrus. This was in line with several source analyses reporting medial brain
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areas and in particular the anterior cingulate as possible generator of the N2b (Lange JJ et
al., 1998).
The N2b-cluster ICs showed a main effect of attention reflecting a significantly larger
signal for the attend-to-face than for the ignore-faces condition. The strength of this effect
and its relevance over a large time-span was confirmed by the large amount of variance
explained by the ICs of the N2b-cluster back-projected on the scalp. In particular, the N2bcluster was the one contributing the most to the signal on the scalp in two relevant timewindows, i.e. in the 170 - 250 ms and in the 220 - 300 ms time-windows for the attend-toface condition.
The N2b ERP component is thought to reflect covert orienting attention and the further
processing of the selection of the relevant item (Boksem MA et al., 2005; Lange JJ et al.,
1998; Luck SJ and SA Hillyard, 1994; Okita T et al., 1985; Sams M et al., 1983; Wijers AA, G
Mulder et al., 1989; Wijers AA, LJ Otten et al., 1989). Lange et al. (1998) also demonstrated
that the N2b was elicited for a large set of attended objects confirming its specificity to
attentional selection. The N2b was also elicited in match-to-sample tasks where participants
were presented with items not matching the actual target (Sams M et al., 1983).
In the attend-to-face condition of the present experiment similar mechanisms were involved. In particular, covert attention took place in order to shift the focus of attention from
the center of the screen to the left. Subsequently, selective attention was needed to perform the match-to-sample task. Therefore, the N2b-cluster ICs likely reflected these attentional components. In addition, as in the present analysis all the matched target trials were
not included, the N2b-cluster ICs could also be the marker of the template mismatch effect.
The effect of attention could not be due to a difference in difficulty between attend-to-face
and ignore-faces conditions as behaviorally we did not find any significant difference between the two tasks.
These results confirmed the idea that the attentional main effect in OFA and FFA (fMRI
study) originated from a distributed network in the prefrontal cortex, active in the N2b timewindow. They also suggested that this attentional process cannot be the direct cause of the
bias effect, as the bias was observed at an earlier latency (at the N250 level). Most likely
frontal sources are needed to properly perform the match-to-face task by amplifying the
encoding of the “already biased” face.
In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that ICA can be a very powerful tool to investigate the brain dynamics and to (re)interpret the fMRI results. ICA was successfully used
here to study the effects of elaborated stimuli such as faces embedded in a complex covert
attention task. In fact, the ICA found, in a data-driven fashion, those ERP components known
to be the most relevant for face (N170 and N250) and attentional processing (N2b). Most
importantly the anatomical and functional correspondence between the fMRI and ERP/ICs
data allowed us to track the temporal profile of the selection mechanism of a face in the
context of another face. We showed that when two faces were simultaneously presented
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and ignored they compete for representation in a relatively late stage of face processing
(N250) where the global configuration of a face is achieved, in FFA. In addition, when the
target face was attended to, similar and dissimilar conditions elicited the same EEG signal.
This indicated that in the N250 time-window an attentional bias solved the neural competition between faces within FFA. This interpretation of results supported the BC model in the
context of face selection. Finally, the combination of the EEG and fMRI results suggested
that the bias effect that solves neural competition in FFA is not driven by any bottom-up
signal from OFA into FFA, neither via top-down modulation from frontal areas, but is FFAspecific and might represent the initial stage of selection.
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CHAPTER 4

Semantic selection in the context of face
processing: an fMRI study
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Abstract
In a social situation, it is very common to meet several people at the same time and to have
“small talks” or deeper conversation. In both cases, the degree we know the person we are
talking with is an important element for a successful interaction. However, retrieving semantic information about someone we barely know can be very demanding and influenced by
the context. In the present fMRI study, we investigated the mechanism underlying the selection of a face associated with a profession that was relevant for the task. More specifically,
we presented at the same time two faces that were semantically related or unrelated to
each other. The relatedness manipulation was guaranteed by associating each face with a
specific profession and by pairing two faces whose professions belonged to the same (related) or different (unrelated) category. The subjects were asked to perform an ignore-faces
task, where they had to ignore the faces in the background and perform an unrelated task in
the center. We also added an attend-to-face condition, where participants had to attend to
the face on the left and perform a match-to-profession task. When the two faces were ignored, we found a relatedness effect in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) suggesting that professions from the two faces were simultaneously encoded even when attention was focused
somewhere else. This effect was interpreted as reflecting competition of two semantic representations. The lack of relatedness modulation in the attend-to-face condition indicated
that attention to the target-face biased this competition towards the semantic processing of
the relevant information only. Next to the IFG, also the fusiform face area (FFA) seemed to
participate to the process of selection. We observed in this region a relatedness effect within
the attend-to-face condition. This result suggested the distracting face was processed in FFA
and influenced the integration between the featural and semantic properties of the targetface occurring in this area.
Keywords: semantic selection, face processing, semantic relatedness, fMRI
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1. Introduction
When we speak or more in general interact with a person, we often need to retrieve some
known background information about him/her in order to afford a proper conversation. This
task has to be performed on the basis of the visual characteristics (e.g. eyes color, age) and
semantic information (e.g. profession or where he/she lives). In addition, if the conversation
occurs in the presence of other people, irrelevant information has to be ignored (e.g. the
type of jobs of the peers). In such a situation our cognitive system has to correctly associate
and process the visual and semantic information of the target person and filter out the context (non targets) both at the visual and semantic level.
In the visual domain, selection has been largely investigated in a multiple stimuli display. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we investigated via fMRI and EEG the process of face selection in the context of a distracting face (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010). In particular we
tested whether this mechanism works according to the competitive models of selection
proposed for early visual areas (Beck DM and S Kastner, 2005, 2007; Bles M et al., 2006;
Kastner S et al., 1998; Kastner S et al., 2001; Kastner S et al., 1999). These models rejected
the classical view of attention working as a spotlight that enhances the neural response of
the target. They rather stated that whenever two items are simultaneously presented they
interact with each other in a mutual suppressive way. In line with the competitive models of
selection, several authors observed that attending to one of the stimuli biased the processing towards the relevant item only (Chelazzi L et al., 1998; Chelazzi L et al., 2001; Desimone R
and J Duncan, 1995; Luck SJ et al., 1997; Miller EK et al., 1993; Moran J and R Desimone,
1985; Reynolds JH et al., 1999; Treue S and JC Martinez Trujillo, 1999; Treue S and JH Maunsell, 1996). In our experiment, we simultaneously presented faces that were similar or dissimilar at the physical level. We asked participants to perform an attend-to-face condition
where they covertly attended to one face (selection phase). In addition, they carried out an
ignore-faces task where they ignored both background-faces (competition phase). We observed that the context played a role only within the ignore-faces condition. These results
suggested that faces were automatically encoded at the visual level and in turn compete for
representation in FFA. In contrast, when the relevant face was to be selected (attend-to-face
task) the neural activity in FFA increased regardless of the similarity manipulation between
the two faces. This pattern in FFA suggested that attention actually biased neural competition in favor of the processing of the target face. We also found by using EEG that both competitive interactions and bias effect occurred at a relatively early time-window at about 250
ms (see Chapter 3).
A similar model of selection, based on competitive interactions between different representations was proposed also in the semantic domain (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill,
2004). This model was tested by comparing visual stimuli that triggered multiple semantic
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representations (e.g a picture of a parrot-like bird can be associated with different name
alternatives as, for example, bird, parrot or cockatoo) and items with only one possible name
(e.g. a picture of a zebra). The task of the participants consisted in naming the stimuli presented. Naming latency and the IFG activity were positively correlated with the amount of
different name-options (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004; Kremin H et al., 2000; Levelt
WJM et al., 1991; Thompson-Schill SL et al., 1997; Vigliocco G et al., 2002). These studies
supported the idea that when the stimulus is presented, after an initial perceptual analysis
and prior to selection, the system generates all possible semantic representations related to
that stimulus (Levelt WJ et al., 1998; Levelt WJM et al., 1991). The simultaneous coactivation
of those semantic nodes results in competitive interactions, which are stronger with a higher
number of activated candidates in the semantic space or lexicon. Kan IP and SL ThompsonSchill (2004) suggested that the neural competition occurring in the IFG was “solved” if the
semantic alternatives of a stimulus were biased towards a unique meaning. It is worthwhile
to notice that in all these studies the occurrence of semantic competition was indirectly
inferred from the task demand related to the selection of a specific meaning. However, from
the moment the visual stimulus was presented up to its selection several processes like the
perceptual analysis of the item, the simultaneous activation of several word candidates and
neural competition among those candidates took place. Finally the actual selection was
accomplished when one of the name options was chosen. The occurrence of these different
stages makes, in turn, the identification of the competitive mechanism as well as the
mechanism more strictly related to selection, very difficult.
The present study aimed to disentangle these two phases (competition and selection) in
the context of face processing. Competitive interactions among different semantic representations were tested by simultaneously presenting two faces that had to be ignored (ignorefaces task). We assumed, in this condition, that the semantic information related to the
faces was actually encoded though ignored. Several studies using different types of stimuli
and paradigms (e.g. negative priming or semantic interference designs), supported this
assumption by showing that unattended objects are processed both at the semantic (Di Pace
E et al., 1991; Eddy M et al., 2006; Tipper SP and J Driver, 1988; Yee PL, 1991) and phonological level (Bles M and BM Jansma, 2008). In order to vary the amount of competition in a
controlled manner we associated the two faces in the pair with the same category professions (semantically related) or with professions from two different categories (unrelated).
We kept the perceptual context constant as we always presented two faces that were visually dissimilar to each other (see Stimuli preparation). Therefore any competitive effect due
to perceptual differences was to be excluded. The phase of semantic selection was explored
by using an attend-to-face task. In this task the subjects had to attend to one of the faces
and match it to a predefined target and associated profession.
The region we expected to play a central role in semantic selection of faces was the IFG.
This area has been associated to several aspects of semantic processing. In language comprehension the IFG is responsible for the semantic retrieval of a single item and more in
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general for the unification process that integrates over time several types of information
during sentence comprehension (phonological, syntactic, and semantic) (Hagoort P, 2005;
Price CJ, ; Snijders TM et al., 2009). Moreover, in language production, the IFG was shown to
be differentially activated when a single semantic representation had to be selected in a
clutter of other options (Grindrod CM et al., 2008; Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004;
Martin A and LL Chao, 2001). However, as outlined above, none of these production studies
was able to separate from each other within the IFG, the mechanisms of lexical access of all
the possible names associated with an object, the competition among them and the selection of a single option. In the present design the ignore-faces and the attend-to-faces tasks
allowed us to explore at least two of these phases: the competitive interaction among the
accessed semantic alternatives and the selection of one of the competitors.
In line with the competitive model of selection we expected, within the ignore-faces
condition, that the two professions associated with the faces were automatically encoded
and interacted with each other in a mutual suppressive way (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill,
2004, 2004; Wheatley T et al., 2005). As selection in this case was not involved, we predicted
that the task demand for related and unrelated condition was the same. Therefore, the fMRI
signal in IFG would be modulated only by differences in the amount of competition between
the ignore-related-faces and ignore-unrelated-faces. We expected that this mechanism was
controlled by the interaction at the neural level of the two semantic representations. In
particular, we assumed that the two faces and their associated profession would activate a
set of distributed neurons that were interconnected to each other. In analogy with models of
visual representation (Jiang X et al., 2006; Loffler G et al., 2005; Op de Beeck HP et al., 2008;
Tanaka K, 2003), two semantically related representations might have stronger overlap in
activity patterns compared to two unrelated entries (Oppenheim GM et al.). This in turn
would result in stronger inhibitory connections for professions belonging to the same category compared to different categories, leading to a lower fMRI signal for related vs. unrelated condition (within-category inhibition). We would expect the opposite pattern if inhibition was stronger between two category-nodes (between-categories inhibition).
We expected that the IFG would also participate in the selection of the relevant profession in the attend-to-face condition. Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill (2004) showed that the
IFG was actively involved in a large number of tasks where the selection demand was systematically varied. However, as already pointed out, it is still not clear whether the modulation of the IFG is related to the amount of competitive alternatives associated with the stimuli presented (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004, 2004; Milham MP et al., 2001; Thompson-Schill SL et al., 1997) or rather to the resolution of the competition among these alternatives. In the former case we would expect a larger fMRI signal when the target face had to be
selected in a more competitive environment. Alternatively, if IFG is recruited when selection
is easily accomplished, as suggested by Grindrod et al. (2008), we would expect an enhancement of activation in IFG when competitive interactions between the two conceptual
representations (target-distractor) are reduced. A third possibility is related to a bias mecha57

nism similar to the one proposed for the visual domain. In this case, we would expect that
attention to one face resolved the competition and biased the neural processing towards the
relevant semantic information. This would result in a lack of relatedness effect in the attendto-face condition in the IFG reflecting a successful semantic selection.
The attend-to-face condition was also used to explore whether FFA would be engaged
in semantic selection. This region has been shown to be relevant for face processing and to
be involved in accessing semantic information related to faces (Bruce V and A Young, 1986;
Galdo Alvarez S et al., 2009). As described above, we already investigated the role of FFA
when a target face had to be selected in the context of another face according to its visual
features. The present experiment gave us the opportunity to further investigate the role of
FFA when selection involved both semantic and face processing. In particular, we tested
whether the semantic information was integrated in FFA and whether this region was involved in semantic access and selection.
Recent fMRI studies observed that the fusiform gyrus was modulated by the semantic
relatedness between pictures that were repeatedly (Wheatley T et al., 2005) or simultaneously presented (Hocking J et al., 2010). Hocking et al. (2010), for example, presented in a
post-cue paradigm two line drawings that where spatially overlaid and characterized by two
different colors (red and green). The objects belonged to the same or different semantic
category (e.g. cat and dog, or cat and table). The display was followed by a color cue. The
subjects were instructed to name the object related to that cue. The authors showed that
the fusiform gyrus was more activated for semantically related compared to unrelated visual
stimuli. They suggested that the correct association between the cue and the corresponding
object was necessary to accurately perform the task. Moreover, in line with the prelexical
account of semantic interference, the integration between perceptual and semantic information, occurring in the fusiform gyrus, is more demanding when the two objects belonged
to the same category. This in turn required additional attentional resources which might
increase the fMRI signal for related vs. unrelated objects in the fusiform gyrus (Dean MP et
al., 2001).
In line with these findings we also expected in the present experiment a modulation of
the fusiform gyrus by relatedness when one of the faces had to be selected according to a
specific profession (attend-to-face condition). In particular, we expected that in an early
stage of semantic selection, prior to its resolution in the IFG, FFA would access the profession associated with the target face and integrate this information with its perceptual features (Galdo Alvarez S et al., 2009). In addition, we expected that the presence of the distracting face would interfere with this integrative mechanism in a larger extent when the
two faces were semantically related. The attentional system would, in this case, enhance the
FFA activity in the related condition in order to solve the semantic interference and make
the selection as accurate as possible in a more demanding situation (Dean MP et al., 2001;
Hocking J et al., 2010).
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2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Fourteen healthy volunteers (9 female, mean age=24.4 years, SD=3.4 years) participated in
the experiment. They were all native Dutch speakers and they had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. After the explanation of the procedures, participants signed an informed
consent. Subjects were paid or received ‘credit points’ as compensation for their participation to the experiment. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the faculty. For
two subjects head-movement inside the scanner was significantly supra-threshold. We
therefore excluded them from the statistical analysis. In addition, the FFA localizer was
performed for 8 subjects (out of 14 scanned).
2.2. Stimulus preparation
The stimuli consisted of two sets of 8 pairs of faces. One set represented faces that were
semantically related (REL). The other set represented faces that were semantically unrelated
(UNREL) (Figure 3.a). The faces in the pairs were selected from a large set of pictures of faces
(total of 60 pictures) provided by Mark Steyvers (http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/software.htm). The pictures were all taken under similar lightning condition with neutral
facial expressions (Kayser S, 1985).
The semantic relatedness between faces in a pair was defined by assigning each face to
a profession that belonged to the same or to a distinct profession-category. In total there
were 4 categories and 4 professions per category. These 16 different professions were associated with the two sets of face pairs (REL, UNREL). The profession categories consisted of
‘sporters’ (sportsmen), ‘horeca’ (hotel and catering industry), ‘doktoren’ (physicians) and
‘arbeiders’ (workmen). In a pretest, another set of subjects (N=15, 7 females, mean age =
35.7) were asked to assign as many professions as possible to the 4 categories in a limited
amount of time (60 seconds). The final set consisted of those professions that most of the
subjects identified as representative for a particular category. In particular ‘tennisser’ (tennis-player) ‘voetballer’ (football-player) ‘wielrenner’ (biker) ‘zwemmer’ (swimmer) belonged
to the ‘sporters’ category, ‘huisarts’ (house-doctor) ‘tandarts’ (dentist) ‘kinderarts’ (pediatrician) ‘oogarts’ (ophthalmologist) constituted the ‘doktoren’ category, ‘ober’ (waiter) ‘chefkok’ (cook) ‘café’-baas’ (bar-owner) ‘bar-man’ belonged to the ‘horeca’ category and ‘metselaar’ (mason) ‘tuinman’ (gardener) ‘electricien’ (electrician) ‘loodgieter’ (plumber) were
chosen as ‘arbeiders’ professions.
In order to control for any visual similarity (or dissimilarity) between faces in a pair, they
were both dissimilar at the level of visual features. Dissimilarity was defined by using the two
major approaches adopted for face representation: the purely psychological or top-down
approach and the purely computational or bottom-up approach (see Figure 1.a, b in Chapter
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2). Both approaches take into account the multidimensional representation of faces
(Steyvers M, & Busey, T. , 2000) and are described in more details in the section about
“Stimulus preparation” in Chapter 2. Two faces were considered as visually dissimilar if they
were labeled as such both in the top-down (subjective) as well as in the bottom-up (objective) approach (see Figure 1.c in Chapter 2). This procedure gave rise to 16 pairs of faces that
were divided into two sets of 8 pairs each. In a last step, in order to avoid differences in the
level of activation within FFA across conditions, we computed the distance of both sets of
faces from the face considered as the mean face (Loffler G et al., 2005). The two sets were,
on average, at the same distance from the mean face.
2.3. Procedure in face-profession association phase
Prior to the main fMRI measurement, participants needed to associate to each face a specific
profession in order to perform the main experiment. This procedure consisted of two
phases: a learning phase and a testing phase (Figure 1).
During the learning phase subjects were asked to associate 32 faces with 16 professions. They were presented with a single face in the centre of the screen and their associated
profession was typed below the picture. When the subject learned the face-profession association, the next face was presented via self paste button press. After finishing the first training run, participants were asked whether they wanted a re-test or to proceed with the next
phase where we tested the level of their association.
In the testing phase participants saw a face in the centre of the screen for 5 seconds,
and they had to select the corresponding profession among 4 options displayed below the
target (1 correct and 3 randomly chosen among the remaining 15). In order to reinforce the
learning of the face-profession association, the subject’s responses were followed by a correct association feedback. Blocks of 32 faces were presented. The amount of training blocks
depended on the subject’s performance. Participants started the main experiment in the
fMRI scanner when they reached 85% correct responses during the testing phase.
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Figure 1. Learning and testing phase of face-profession associations.

2.4. Procedure in the main experiment
The main experiment consisted of two runs in a block-design (Figure 2). Each run consisted
of 32 blocks and started with a blank screen with a white cross in the centre lasting for 8
seconds. A block consisted of 18 trials. A single trial started with a 500 ms of blank screen,
followed by a pair of faces presented for 500 ms. The two faces were positioned in opposite
hemifields and they were either REL or UNREL to each other at the semantic level (see
Stimulus preparation). The single pictures subtended approximately 6.5° (height) x 5.4°
(width) of visual angle and were aligned with the centre of the screen. The entire visual
display covered 6.5° (height) x 12.2° (width) of visual angle.
The display size was designed to be comparable with those used in previous studies on
face processing in order to guarantee that FFA integrated the two simultaneously presented
faces within each experimental trial (Gauthier I et al., 2000; Halgren E et al., 1999; Kanwisher
N et al., 1997; Rossion B et al., 2003; Steeves JK et al., 2006; Wojciulik E et al., 1998). Between the faces, two bars (0.2° in height) were presented 0.15° above and below the centre
of the visual screen. A block of trials ended with a resting condition consisting of a blank
screen lasting for 10 seconds. A visual instruction was presented at the beginning of each
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block for 3 seconds and it was followed by a white cross on a blank screen for 10 seconds
after which the trial started. The instruction signalled the type of task to be performed in the
next block.

Figure 2. Experimental design. Block structure with examples of two different conditions (attend-to-faces with
related display and ignore-faces with unrelated display).

For the ignore-faces (IGN) task, two keywords (‘streep-breedte’, ‘bar-width’) centred on the
screen, instructed the subject to perform a bar-width discrimination task in the centre of the
display, while ignoring the background (for a detailed description of the task see Figure 3.a
and “Procedure in the main experiment” in Chapter 2). For the attend-to-face (ATT) task,
subjects had to perform a match to sample task. The instruction consisted of a letter string
indicating a profession, again displayed in the centre. For each subsequent trial in the block,
participants were asked to respond via a button press when the profession associated to the
face presented on the left side of the screen matched the one presented in the instruction
phase (Figure 3.a). For this task, subjects were instructed beforehand to avoid saccades and
to covertly attend to the item on the left while fixating the centre. For each task and within
each block, targets (matches) occurred on average 20% of the time. In analogy to preceding
studies (Bles M and BM Jansma, 2008; Bles M et al., 2006; Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010)
targets always occurred at the target position. In both tasks, the time for the subject to
respond was 1000 ms (trial duration).
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The design was a 2 x 2 repeated measures design with factors attention (ATT, IGN) and relatedness (REL, UNREL) leading to 4 conditions (IGN_REL, IGN_UNREL, ATT_REL, ATT_UNREL,
Figure 3.b). The participants were not made aware of the relatedness manipulation. The
order of the blocks was randomised and counterbalanced across participants and runs by
means of the Williams design (Williams EJ, 1949). This scheme is a generalized Latin square
design, balanced for first-order carryover effects. The stimulus display was identical for both
types of task. Participants were instructed to fixate the centre of the screen throughout the
experiment and to minimise head and eye-movements while in the scanner.

Figure 3. Tasks and stimuli. (a) Examples of the two types of the display presented (unrelated and related faces) for
the two tasks (attend-to-face and ignore-faces). Note that in the main experiment profession labels (words) were not
presented. (b) Conditions: 2x2 repeated measures design.
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2.5. Data acquisition
Images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Magnetom Allegra head scanner (Siemens Medical
System, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard head coil. Thirty-two oblique axial slices (inplane resolution: 3.5mm x 3.5mm, slice thickness: 3.5 mm, interslice distance 0 mm) covering the entire cortical volume were acquired using an echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 29 ms, matrix: 64 x 64). We acquired 675 volumes
per run and discarded the first two from the analysis due to the T1 saturation effect. Functional slices were aligned to a high resolution 3D anatomical dataset acquired in the middle
of the entire session and consisting of 176 slices (the ADNI sequence was used: TR = 2250
3
ms; TE = 2.6 ms; flip angle = 9°, voxel dimension = 1 x 1 x 1 mm ).

The participants were placed comfortably in the scanner and their heads were fixated
with foam pads. Participants saw the stimuli projected on a screen through a mirror
mounted on the head coil. The visual field was perceived at a distance of 57 centimeters.
The stimuli were delivered using the Presentation 12.2 package (Neurobehavioral Systems,
Inc. www.neurobs.com). Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the MR data acquisition by triggering the stimulus program with the first MR pulse.
2.6. Analysis
Both the functional and the anatomical data were analyzed using the BrainVoyager QX package (Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, The Netherlands). The anatomical scans were used to
project the statistical results from the functional data onto high-resolution anatomical images. They were also used to derive the Talairach coordinates needed to normalize both sets
of data.
Functional data were pre-processed, aligned to the anatomical images, and normalized.
The pre-processing procedure started with correcting the data for motion artefacts in three
dimensions and for slice scan-time differences. The fMRI data were also spatially smoothed
with a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, and linear drifts were removed from the signal. Finally,
data were high-pass filtered to remove slow frequency drifts up to 9 cycles per time course.
After the pre-processing, functional data were aligned to the high-resolution anatomical
images and normalized to the standard 3-dimensional Talairach space. The final version of
the functional data consisted of a 4-dimensional (x, y, z, t) dataset in Talairach space for each
run and participant.
After digital brain normalization, the statistical analysis from multiple subjects was performed via the General Linear Model (GLM) with a fixed effects (FFX) implementation. In this
approach subjects and runs were collapsed together. The beta values from this unique dataset were computed for each condition and entered a 2x2 ANOVA with factor attention and
relatedness. In addition, a random effects (RFX) analysis was performed with subject considered as the random variable (see “Analysis” in Chapter 2, for more details). In both ap-
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proaches, the effects were investigated in conjunction with contrasting all the conditions
versus baseline.
Both FFX and RFX-GLM were carried out in the whole brain. We also performed a region
of interest analysis (ROI) within FFA via FFX-GLM. We did not perform a RFX-GLM analysis in
this case due to the limited amount of subjects (8) in which we localized FFA. For the wholebrain analysis, correction for multiple comparisons was performed using cluster-size thresholding (described in more details in the “Analysis” paragraph in Chapter 2). The correction
for multiple comparisons was not performed for the ROI analysis in FFA. In fact, in this case,
the beta values of the fMRI signal change per subject and condition were extracted, averaged over all voxels in the single-subject volume-of-interest (VOI), and evaluated (summary
statistics, level 1).
2.7. Localization of FFA
An independent functional run, consisting of 324 volumes, was used to localize FFA in 8
subjects (see “Localization of FFA”, in Chapter 2, for details).

3. Results
In this section, we will present the behavioral and fMRI results. For sake of clarity, the findings discussed in the present paper will mainly regard the results from the RFX analysis. The
FFX analysis was used to perform a region of interest (ROI) analysis in FFA (see ROI analysis
in FFA). It also helped to identify, in the whole-brain implementation, spots in the IFG sensitive to the relatedness manipulation in order to further investigate this areas with a ROI-RFX
analysis (see Whole-brain GLM: FFX analysis).
3.1. Behavioral Results
We computed error rates (ERs) and reaction times (RTs) on the ignore-faces (IGN) and attend-to-face (ATT) task for the related (REL) and the unrelated (UNREL) condition. Mean ERs
and RTs were then submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with two factors, namely
attention and relatedness. For RTs, a significant main effect of attention was observed (F (1,
13) = 45.635, p = .000, mean reaction time ATT = 639 ms, SE = 14, mean IGN =563 ms, SE =
12) but no effect of relatedness (F (1, 13) = .317, p = .583, mean REL = 604 ms, SE = 12, mean
UNREL = 599 ms, SE = 13) or interaction (F (1, 13) = .076, p = .787). For ERs we found a significant main effect of relatedness (F (1, 13) = 6.858, p = .021, mean REL = 16 %, SE = 1, mean
UNREL = 14 %, SE = 1) and a significant interaction effect (F (1, 13) = 4.782, p = .048) but no
main effect of attention (F (1, 13) = .280, p = .606, mean ATT = 15 %, SE = 1, mean IGN = 16
%, SE = 2). This interaction effect reflected a relatedness effect only in the attend-to-face (p
= .002) and not in the ignore-faces condition (p = .882).
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3.2. ROI analysis in FFA
A FFX-GLM analysis restricted to FFA (Figure 4) revealed, bilaterally, a main effect of attention (ATT vs. IGN) (right FFA: p = .000, left FFA: p = .000). In addition we observed within the
right hemisphere a significant main effect of relatedness (REL vs. UNREL) (p = .000).
We further investigated the nature of this relatedness effect by testing it independently for
the attend-to-face and ignore-faces condition in two separate pairwise comparisons. We
observed a larger fMRI signal when related faces were presented compared to unrelated
faces both in the attend-to-face and ignore-faces condition (ATT_REL > ATT_UNREL: p = .002,
IGN_REL > IGN_UNREL: p=.005).

Figure 4. Results of the RFX-GLM analysis in FFA (region of interest analysis) separately for left and right hemisphere. In the central column the beta weights of the GLM analysis are displayed. The mean time courses of the fMRI
signal change per condition and per region of interest are also shown.
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3.3. Whole-brain GLM: FFX analysis
The FFX analysis revealed a large network of regions significantly more activated for the
attend-to-face compared to the ignore-faces tasks (ATT vs. IGN). In particular, we distinguished frontally a collection of areas comprising the anterior part of the insula, the inferior
frontal lobe and a fraction of the central part of the middle frontal gyrus (MFG) (p = .009,
corrected). The task effect was also observed within the precentral gyrus and sulcus and in
correspondence to the caudal part of the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) (p = .009, corrected).
In the parietal lobe, the bilateral intraparietal sulcus and the entire superior parietal lobe
also showed higher fMRI signal for ATT vs. IGN tasks (p = .009, corrected). The difference
between these tasks was also significant bilaterally within the middle occipital gyrus and
along the entire fusiform gyrus and collateral sulcus (p = .009, corrected). In addition, limited
to the right hemisphere, the postcentral gyrus and the posterior part of the temporal lobe
showed a differential activation for attend-to-face vs. ignore-faces tasks (p = .009, corrected).
The main effect of relatedness was significant bilaterally within the central part of the
IFG and the inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) (p = .009, corrected). In particular, these regions
showed an enhancement of fMRI signal when faces were semantically related compared to
unrelated faces regardless of the nature of the task. The same effect was observed on the
right hemisphere within the intraparietal sulcus and in the posterior part of the SFG (p =
.009, corrected).
The relatedness effect was also tested independently for each task via pairwise comparisons. We found a significant related vs. unrelated effect within the ignore-faces condition bilaterally in the IFG (p = .009, corrected). The same modulation was observed within
the right hemisphere in the SFG, MFG, middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and IOG (p = .009,
corrected). The same effect was not significant when we compared related with unrelated
faces for the attend-to-face task.
3.4. Whole-brain GLM analysis: RFX analysis
The whole RFX analysis (Figure 5) confirmed a significant main effect of task in few of the
areas identified by the FFX-GLM. In particular, the attend-to-face task elicited a larger fMRI
signal compared to the ignore-faces task bilaterally within the anterior insula, the precentral
sulcus, the caudal SFG and along the fusiform gyrus (p = .009, corrected). Restricted on the
right hemisphere we found the same effect in the inferior frontal sulcus, in the precentral
gyrus and sulcus (p = .009, corrected). In addition, we observed a main effect of relatedness
(related > unrelated) within a spot localized in the IFG (p = .009, corrected) but no interaction of factor attention and relatedness.
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Figure 5. Results of RFX-GLM analysis in frontal areas (whole brain analysis), separately for left and right hemisphere. The mean time courses of the fMRI signal change per condition and per region of interest are displayed.

Due to its relevance in semantic processing, we further investigated the IFG via ROI-based
analysis (Bookheimer S, 2002). However, the lack of a proper IFG functional localizer did not
allow us to define a region selectively responsible for semantic selection. On the other hand,
the FFX analysis revealed that IFG was significantly sensitive to the semantic manipulation.
Therefore, the region of interest was selected by considering those spots within the left and
right IFG that showed a relatedness effect in one or both tasks within the FFX analysis.
For the right IFG, this analysis revealed a main effect of attention (p = .000) and relatedness (p = .012) and an interaction effect (p = .011). A pairwise comparison within the ignorefaces condition showed a significant difference between related and unrelated faces
(IGN_REL > IGN_UNREL: p = .004). The same comparison did not reach significance within
the attend-to-face condition. Within the left IFG, we only found a main effect of relatedness
(p = .03).
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4. Discussion
In the present study we investigated the mechanism of semantic selection in the context of
face processing. In the visual domain, the process of selecting a relevant item in a cluster of
several objects has been modeled as an attentional bias mechanism. Such a bias originates
from a fronto-parietal network and “solves” the competitive interactions occurring among
all the alternatives in favor of the encoding of the target. In line with this model we recently
showed that two faces that were simultaneously presented and ignored actually compete
for representation. We also observed that attention to one face biased neural competition
towards the processing of that face only (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010).
Kan and Thompson-Shill (2004) proposed that the semantic selection of a visual stimulus can also work according to a similar competitive model of selection. In line with psycholinguistic theories of lexical access, they suggested that when an item is presented, several
semantic representations related to the stimulus become activated and, in turn, interact
with each other in a competitive manner (Levelt WJM et al., 1991). They also showed that
selection of one of those representations is affected by the amount of neural competition. In
this context, Kan and Thompson-Shill (2004) investigated the role of the IFG in semantic
selection. However, this was done by using experimental designs where competitive interactions and selection mechanism were merged together.
The present experiment aimed to disentangle the two mechanisms by exploring these
processes separately. In particular we tested whether the semantic information associated
with two simultaneously presented faces interacted in a competitive manner and to which
extent attending to one of the faces facilitate the selection of the relevant information. In
analogy to the experimental design in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we investigated the competitive interactions between different semantic representations by using an ignore-faces task
where the subjects were instructed to ignore the faces in the background. We varied the
amount of semantic representations by presenting pairs of faces that were associated with
professions belonged to the same category (related faces) or to two different categories
(unrelated faces). The selection mechanism was tested with an attend-to-face task where
participants had to perform a match-to-sample task on one of the two faces.
4.1. The IFG
In the IFG, we found an interaction of the factors attention and relatedness reflecting a
significant relatedness effect within the ignore-faces and not in the attend-to-face condition.
The modulation in the ignore-faces task indicated that professions associated with the two
faces were encoded though both ignored. Therefore, in line with the idea of Kan and
Thompson-Shill (2004), the visual stimulation of the two faces elicited an automatic coacti-
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vation of the corresponding semantic representations in the IFG. A pairwise test revealed a
lower IFG activation in the ignore-faces task when unrelated compared to related faces were
presented. If we assume that a smaller fMRI signal represents stronger competitive interactions between the two professions, the relatedness effect in the ignore-faces condition
suggested that unrelated faces competed for representation more than related faces. This
might reflect a category competition effect. In fact, the activation of a category-node could
give rise to the automatic coactivation of the all set of the connected nodes representing the
professions belonging to that category. This would lead to a higher amount of activated
semantic representations (professions) in the unrelated (two categories) compared to the
related condition (one category) resulting in a stronger competition. Alternatively, the observed IFG pattern in the ignore-faces condition might represent the ongoing state of coactivation of the two semantic representations. According to theories of lexical access (Oppenheim GM et al., 2010) this mechanism would be more demanding in case of the processing
of professions from the same category hence leading to a larger activation in the IFG.
Interestingly, when one of the faces was to be attended to, the IFG did not reveal the
relatedness effect we observed when both faces were to be ignored. A similar effect was
observed when the ambiguity related to multiple-representations stimuli was reduced (or
biased) towards a specific semantic representation (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004;
Kremin H et al., 2000; Levelt WJM et al., 1991). Our results suggested that attention was able
to mimic this bias effect by filtering out the related as well as the unrelated distracting face
and restricting the semantic processing towards the information of the target face alone.
The same lack of similarity modulation was found in FFA when a face was selected according
to its physical features while presented together with a similar or dissimilar (in visual terms)
face (Gentile F and BM Jansma, 2010). Therefore, the underlying mechanism responsible for
face selection might be the same both when the face is selected on the basis of its visual
characteristics (in the FFA) or according to specific semantic information (in the IFG).
In conclusion, the pattern of activation in the IFG suggested that in semantic processing
the mechanisms of neural competition and selection are functionally distinct. In fact, we
observed that the semantic representations of the two faces actually interacted with each
other only when they were both ignored. When only one of the faces was attended to, the
influence of the distracting face was cancelled out and selection was, most likely, accomplished at that moment.
4.2. The FFA
Another goal of the present experiment was to identify additional cortical regions involved in
semantic selection of faces associated with specific professions. We restricted our area of
investigation to the FFA due to its central role in face processing and its possible involvement in the initial stage of the integration of semantic information. We localized FFA with an
independent functional localizer and we performed a region of interest ANOVA with factors
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attention and relatedness. We observed a main effect of relatedness within the right FFA.
This effect revealed a significant difference between the related and the unrelated condition
both in the attend-to-face and ignore-faces tasks. In particular, within the attend-to-face
condition FFA showed a larger fMRI signal for the related compared to the unrelated condition. In a recent fMRI study, Hocking et al. (2010) found a similar pattern when they investigated the influence of distractors on the semantic selection of a relevant item. They presented two superimposed semantically related or unrelated objects and asked the participants to select one of them based on a specific cue. They observed within the fusiform gyrus
a larger fMRI signal when the object to be selected was semantically related to the distractor. According to Dean MP et al. (2001) the integration between the cue and the target
stimulus is crucial for selection. They also suggested that this integration process can be
hampered by distractors that are related to the target. The directionality of the relatedness
effect in the Hocking et al. (2010) study supported this idea as they showed a stronger semantic interference for related compared to unrelated distractors. In particular, they interpreted the larger fMRI signal for the related vs. the unrelated condition as an attentional
effect needed to amplify the representation of the target object in a more interfering context (semantically related distractor)
In line with the semantic interference effect, we found at the behavioral level, that the
attend-to-face task was more demanding when the profession associated with the attended
face was semantically related to the distractor than when it was unrelated. This result in
combination with the relatedness modulation in the attend-to face condition in FFA suggested that the irrelevant face was actually encoded at the semantic level and interfered
with the processing of the relevant information related to the target face. Moreover, FFA is
considered the region where the integration of semantic and physical face features occurs.
In fact, according to the model of Bruce and Young (1986) in FFA the recognition of a face
takes place via face recognition units (FRUs). The access to any semantic information related
to a specific face is accomplished by the connection of the FRUs to person identity nodes
(PINs). If two faces are semantically related, two different FRUs might access the same PIN,
making the actual recognition of the target face more demanding compared to the unrelated
condition. Therefore, in line with Hocking et al. (2010)’s interpretation, an additional boost
of attention is required in the related condition to facilitate the integration of the physical
and semantic features of the target face. This, in turn, would most likely permit the correct
selection of the target in a later stage of semantic processing in the IFG where semantic
selection is achieved (reflected by the lack of relatedness effect in the attend-to-face condition).
Similarly to the IFG, FFA showed a relatedness effect within the ignore-faces condition.
In particular, we observed a lower fMRI signal for unrelated-ignored-faces vs. related-ignorefaces condition. In line with the interpretation of the pattern of the IFG in the ignore-faces
task, this result would indicate that semantic information associated with the two faces
competes in FFA for representation. However, FFA is not responsible for the semantic proc71

essing per se. Therefore, we rather suggested that the relatedness effect in FFA resulted
from a top-down modulation from the IFG.
In summary, the present experiment showed that the selection of relevant semantic information associated with a face occurs with the same modality of selecting a face according to
its visual features. In fact, the results in the IFG suggested that when the two faces were
irrelevant to the task performed (ignore-faces condition), their associated professions were
actually both encoded and competed for representation. Attention to the profession associated with the relevant face biased the competition towards the processing of that profession
only.
In addition, when one of the two faces was attended to, we observed in FFA a larger
fMRI signal for related compared to unrelated faces. In line with the semantic interference
effect reported in psycholinguistic literature, these results suggested that the integration of
semantic and perceptual information was more demanding in the related case. This in turn
led to a stronger engagement of the attentional system which enhanced the activation in
FFA in order to correctly perform the task in the most difficult condition (attend-to-relatedface). The interference account in FFA was supported by the behavioral results that confirmed that the attend-to-related-face was more demanding compared to the attend-tounrelated-face. The interference effect, we observed only in FFA and not in the IFG, also
suggested that the inhibition effect from related distractors, that are often reported in behavioral studies on semantic selection (Damian MF et al., 2001; Oppenheim GM et al., ;
Vigliocco G et al., 2002), might actually reflect a mechanism that is not strictly related to
selection but rather to an earlier stage of processing, i.e. the access of multiple candidate
prior to selection.
In conclusion, our fMRI study showed that the IFG and FFA played a crucial role in the
semantic selection of a face and that within this process both areas performed functionally
distinct subroutines. Although an accurate temporal description of the neural events occurring in the present experiment is far beyond the temporal resolution of fMRI, our results
suggested that at an initial stage of semantic access eventual interferences from distractors
are solved in FFA. In a later stage this information is sent out to the IFG where the integration of the face and a specific profession is accomplished and where attention is able to bias
the competition between two semantic representations towards the relevant information
only (selection). In Chapter 5 we further investigated this dynamic framework by using electroencephalography in combination with the independent component analysis.
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Abstract
When we engage in a conversation with someone, an efficient and accurate retrieval of the
information related to this person plays a central role in the dynamics of the discourse. In a
recent fMRI study (Chapter 4) we suggested that an important aspect to accomplish this goal
is a correct association of the facial and semantic features of the speaker. We also pointed
out that an appropriate selection of the relevant target and filtering out irrelevant information from the context (e.g. related to surrounding people) is necessary. The context, in that
case, was represented by another face associated with a profession that could belong to the
same or different semantic category of the target face. The subjects’ task was either to
match one of two faces with a specific profession sample (attend-to-face condition) or to
ignore both faces by performing a distractor task (ignore-faces condition). We observed that
both the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the fusiform face area (FFA) contributed to the
semantic selection of a face in context but in different ways. In particular, the modulation by
semantic relatedness within the IFG in the ignore-faces condition was interpreted as a coactivation of the semantic representations (professions) of both faces. The direction of this
effect (ignore-related-face > ignore-unrelated-faces) suggested the occurrence of a semantic
competition mechanism between the two faces. When one of the two faces was attended
to, the competitive interactions were biased towards the processing of the relevant semantic representation (no relatedness effect in attend-to-face condition). The pattern of activation in FFA (attend-to-related-face > attend-to-unrelated-face) suggested that the distracting
face inhibited the processing of the target and that attention compensated for this effect by
enhancing the activation in the most interfering context (attend-to-related-face). In the
present study we investigated the temporal dynamics of the neural events in the FFA and
IFG by using electroencephalography (EEG) in combination with the Independent Component of Analysis (ICA). We used the same experimental design as in the fMRI study. ICA
identified four clusters of independent components (ICs) that we defined as the N170, N250,
N300 and N400. In line with the semantic interference effect we found in FFA with fMRI, the
N250 was modulated accordingly in the attend-to-face condition. This result supported the
idea that the semantic interference mechanism occurred at an early stage of visual-semantic
processing of faces (around 250 ms) in correspondence of the integration of these two types
of information in FFA. The N300 showed a relatedness effect in the ignore-faces condition
similar to that observed within the IFG (fMRI study). This indicated that semantic competitive interaction between the two professions takes place in the IFG around 300 ms. An opposite pattern of relatedness modulation was found in the same time-window also in the
attend-to-face condition suggesting a residual inhibition from the context. At the level of the
N400 component, the lack of any context effect suggested that, at this stage of semantic
processing, attention to the target face solved both interference and competition leading to
the final selection of the relevant information.
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1. Introduction
In everyday life, we encounter a large amount of people. The way we deal with each of them
is guided by “who they are”. Therefore, a successful social interaction requires an accurate
and efficient identification of the biographical information of those persons. In addition,
social interactions normally occur in the context of other people whose presence can “disturb” or more in general influence our communication skills. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of
this thesis, we showed that the visual system encodes the perceptual features of these
“background-faces” that were simultaneously presented though ignored. In addition, we
showed that those faces compete for representation in the fusiform face area (FFA) in a 250
ms time-window, and in a larger amount when the two faces were similar to each other. In
line with the biased competition account for visual selection, we also observed that attention biased the neural processing towards the target face only. And this occurred regardless
of the similarity level (similar or dissimilar) between the distractor and the target (Gentile F
and BM Jansma, 2010).
Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill (2004) recently drew an interesting parallel between the
mechanism of selection in the visual and semantic domain. They reviewed several studies
where visual stimuli, characterized by several semantic representations (name agreement),
were presented. Participants were asked to select one of the possible name-options. At the
behavioral level, it was consistently observed that subjects were significantly slower in naming objects characterized by a large set of name agreement compared to items with only few
of them (Damian MF et al., 2001; Kremin H et al., 2000; Levelt WJM et al., 1991; ThompsonSchill SL et al., 1997; Vigliocco G et al., 2002). The model by Levelt WJM et al. (1991) states
that when such tasks are performed, the visual system analyzes the object at the perceptual
level and in a later stage all different semantic representations coactivate and interact in a
competitive manner. Competition, in turn, negatively affects the semantic selection in a
larger extent the larger the amount of semantic representation related to the target. At the
anatomico-functional terms, Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill (2004) showed that when a
visual stimulus, associated with several name agreement, was presented and only one option was to be selected the fMRI signal in the IFG was higher than for objects associated with
a unique semantic representation. However, when the selection task was embedded in a
semantic interference design other regions were sensitive to semantic manipulations. De
Zubicaray G et al. (2006), for example, demonstrated that the MTG was actively involved in a
picture-word interference task. Hocking J et al. (2010) showed that the fusiform gyrus played
a crucial role in a picture-picture interference-like design. More specifically, this area was
modulated by the semantic relatedness between two simultaneously presented objects
when one of them had to be selected with respect to a specific visual feature (i.e. color). In
fact, when the semantic and perceptual information of an object needs to be integrated, as
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in this case, a semantically related distractor interferes with this process (Dean MP et al.,
2001; Hocking J et al., 2010). The authors proposed that additional attentional resources
solved this interference mechanism via the fusiform gyrus. This variability of regions involved
in semantic selection suggested that the IFG is not the only area engaged in such a mechanism Therefore, it is still matter of debate at which level of semantic processing semantic
competition is resolved by the appropriate selection of the relevant information. Another
aspect that needs to be investigated is the functional separation of the “access of multiple
candidates” and the “selection of only one of them”. Previous studies were designed in such
a way that these two mechanisms could not be disentangled. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 aimed
to investigate whether lexical access and selection actually share the same neural correlates
or whether they could be functionally distinct in terms of spatial and temporal processing.
In a recent fMRI study (Chapter 4), we addressed the spatial characteristic of semantic
access and selection. In particular, we disentangled the semantic competition process (access) and the semantic selection mechanism in the context of face processing. We also investigated whether the frontal selection occurring in the IFG might eventually interact at the
functional level with other regions that are also crucial in semantic selection (e.g. fusiform
gyrus). We simultaneously presented two faces in two different hemifields. Each face was
associated with a specific profession. These associations were learned by the subjects before
they took part in the main experiment. Two faces were defined as semantically related or
unrelated to each other when their associated professions belonged to the same or different
category respectively. The occurrence of competitive interactions was tested by an ignorefaces task where we asked the subjects to ignore both faces in the background and to perform an unrelated task in the center of the screen. In line with previous studies showing
semantic processing for unattended items (Dell'Acqua R and J Grainger, 1999; Di Pace E et
al., 1991; Glaser WR and MO Glaser, 1989; Tipper SP and J Driver, 1988; Tipper SP et al.,
1988; Yee PL, 1991), we assumed that the semantic content of both faces would be automatically encoded in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). The relatedness modulation in the IFG
supported the idea that the two faces were actually processed at the semantic level. Moreover, if we assumed that a lower fMRI signal reflected a higher degree of competition, the
pattern of the relatedness effect suggested that the two representations competed more
when faces were semantically unrelated. We interpreted this result as an effect of category
competition. In fact, the simultaneous activation of two semantic category nodes occurring
in the unrelated condition might cause the automatic coactivation of related nodes leading,
in turn, to a spreading of competitive interactions that will be larger compared to the related
condition.
In order to investigate the phase of semantic processing related to selection, we added
to the design an attend-to-face task consisting of a match-to-profession task on one of the
faces. Unlike the modulation within the ignore-faces condition we did not observe in the IFG
a relatedness effect when one of the two faces was attended to (attend-to-face condition).
This result suggested that attention to one face filtered out any context effect of the distrac79

tor. Therefore, we concluded that the competitive interactions occurring within the ignorefaces condition were biased within the attend-to-face task towards the processing of the
relevant profession only.
In FFA, we observed an enhancement of the fMRI signal when the target (attend-to-face
condition) was paired with a semantically related face. This modulation of FFA by semantic
relatedness suggested that the distracting face was automatically processed at the semantic
level and that it interfered with the selection of the target face. This result supported the
idea that FFA was also involved to a certain extent in semantic selection. In line with Dean
MP et al. (2001) and Hocking J et al.(2010), we proposed that the integration of the featural
and semantic information of the relevant face in FFA was more difficult when target and
distracting professions belonged to the same category. Therefore, it is plausible that the
attentional system increased activation in FFA in the most interfering case (related faces) in
order to facilitate the semantic selection mechanism in a later stage of processing. The
modulation of FFA by semantic relatedness also suggested that the inhibiting effect often
reported in psycholinguistic experiments (Oppenheim GM et al., ; Vigliocco G et al., 2002)
might actually reflect an interference mechanism occurring prior to selection.
In fact, we proposed in Chapter 4, that the semantic interference effect in FFA belonged
to an early phase of semantic access where the association of the face and a specific profession started to take place. We also suggested that the final assemblage and integration of
featural and semantic information as well as the selection of the relevant profession was
accomplished in the IFG. However, the sluggishness of the BOLD response makes the fMRI
signal not suitable to actually investigate the temporal profile of the neural events occurring
during the attend-to-face and ignore-faces tasks.
In order to track these temporal dynamics, we employed in the present study an electroencephalography (EEG) experiment with the same design as we used in the fMRI study. In
this experiment we also tested whether the two mechanisms of semantic competition and
selection, which we functionally segregated in fMRI, also occurred in two distinct timewindows. The EEG data were analyzed with Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The
main assumption of this technique is that over a sufficient amount of time the signal on the
scalp can be modeled as the sum of temporally independent sources originated in the cortex. ICA has been shown to be a valid alternative to the standard analysis of the EEG signal in
several studies (Debener S, S Makeig et al., 2005; Debener S, M Ullsperger et al., 2005; Eichele T et al., 2008; Makeig S, M Westerfield, TP Jung et al., 1999; Onton J et al., 2005). In the
EEG study described in Chapter 3, we successfully performed ICA to target the temporal
dynamics of face selection in the context of visual face similarity. ICA identified, across subjects, two clusters of independent components (ICs) that reflected the two most relevant
face-related event related potential (ERP) components: the N170 and the N250. In line with
the fMRI results from Chapter 2, the pattern of activity within the N170 and N250-cluster
supported the biased competition model for face selection.
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Due to a very similar stimulation (pair of faces), we expected in the present experiment to
find ICs related to face processing, like the N170 and the N250. However, in this case the
similarity manipulation between the two faces was related to their semantic information
(and not to the physical features). It has been shown that the N170 indexes the structural
processing of a face and that it is unaffected by its semantic representation (Bentin S, Allison, T., Puce, A., Perez, E., and McCarthy, G., 1996; Eimer M, 2000, 2000; Herzmann G et al.,
2004; Itier RJ and MJ Taylor, 2002; Jemel B et al., 2003; Kaufmann JM et al., 2009; Tanaka JW
et al., 2006). Consequently, we did not expect the N170 to be modulated by semantic relatedness neither in the attend-to-face nor in the ignore-faces condition.
On the other hand, based on previous findings, a relatedness effect around 250 ms was
predicted. In fact, in a recent review, Galdo Alvarez S et al. (2009) suggested that within the
N250 time-window the access to the semantic information related to faces starts to take
place. This component was also shown to be the earliest ERP component sensitive to semantic processing (Martin-Loeches M, 2007). The binding between the semantic and visual representation of a face within the 250 ms time-window was confirmed by several studies that
showed the strong sensitivity of the N250 to face familiarity (Kaufmann JM et al., 2009;
Schweinberger SR et al., 2004; Tanaka JW et al., 2006). Martin-Loeches M et al. (2001) also
suggested that the N250 might represent the first stage of integration between these two
types of information within the fusiform gyrus. This initial process of integration might be
significantly hampered by the context, i.e. by presenting next to the target faces a face or
object that is semantically related to the target (Hocking J et al., 2010).
Therefore, in line with our fMRI findings in FFA (attend-to-related-face > attend-tounrelated-face), we expected the N250 to show a larger amplitude for the related compared
to unrelated faces in the attend-to-face task. In fact, we assumed, as also suggested by Hocking et al. (2010), that the attentional system would enhance the neural activity, here reflected by an increase of the signal amplitude in the N250, when semantic interference
makes semantic selection more difficult (attend-to-related-face condition).
In the ignore-faces task, the explicit selection of a face according to specific semantic information was not required. The subjects’ attention was focused on the center of the screen
where they had to perform a task unrelated to semantic or face processing. Therefore, the
integration between a face and the associated profession within the fusiform gyrus was not
needed and any interference effect was to be excluded as well as any modulation by relatedness. However, in the preceding fMRI experiment, we observed a context dependent
modulation in FFA also in the ignore-faces condition. Due to the low temporal resolution of
fMRI we were not able to empirically show whether this effect was indirectly caused by the
neural competition we observed in the IFG or rather by semantic competitive interactions
occurring locally in FFA. In the latter case we would expect a semantic relatedness effect for
the ignore-faces condition already at the N250 time-window. In contrast, in case neural
competition was strictly related to the selection process in the IFG no context effects would
be expected in EEG at an early stage.
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In later time-windows, we expected that the ICA would identify two other clusters of ICs
representing respectively the N300 and N400 ERP components. The N300 has been shown to
reflect semantic processing specific to pictorial stimuli and the initial categorization of the
objects presented (Barrett SE and MD Rugg, 1990; Eddy M et al., 2006; Ganis G et al., 1996;
Hamm JP et al., 2002; Holcomb PJ and WB McPherson, 1994; McPherson WB and PJ Holcomb, 1999; Zhang Y and C Guo, 2008). The N400, mostly distributed parietally, was first
reported by Kutas M and SA Hillyard (1980) for sentence processing. This ERP component
reflects semantic integration in language production and more recently, it has been associated with a deeper semantic identification of the visual stimuli (Hamm JP et al., 2002;
McPherson WB and PJ Holcomb, 1999; Schendan HE and M Kutas, 2002; Sitnikova T et al.,
2006; West WC and PJ Holcomb, 2002). A recent EEG experiment showed that the N300 and
the N400 were both sensitive to the semantic content of objects also in the absence of
awareness (Eddy M et al., 2006).
Therefore, we expected that the N300 and the N400 would reflect the automatic activation of the semantic representations of the two faces (ignore-faces condition). In particular,
based on the IFG results in the ignore-faces condition (ignore-related-faces > ignoreunrelated-faces) we would expect a similar relatedness effect in this EEG study. We also
expected that the two semantic representations (professions from the two faces) would
compete with each other. In line with the type of competition we suggested to occur in the
IFG and with the specificity for category processing of the N300 (Hamm JP et al., 2002) we
expected in the N300 time-window a competition at the category level (between two different categories).
In the attend-to-faces condition, the absence of any relatedness effect in the fMRIbased IFG activity indicated that during the selection phase, attention was able to fully filter
out the distracting face and bias the semantic processing towards the relevant information
related to the target face only. This in turn would result in a lack of context effect within
either the N300 or the N400 time-window.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Twenty healthy volunteers (15 female, mean age = 25 years) participated in the experiment.
Due to technical problems during the measuring phase one subject was discarded from the
final statistical analysis. They were all native Dutch speakers and they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. After explanation of the procedures, participants signed an informed consent form. Subjects were paid or received credit as compensation for their participation to the experiment. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the faculty.
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2.2. Stimulus preparation
The stimuli consisted of two sets of 8 pairs of faces that were respectively semantically related (REL) and unrelated (UNREL) to each other (see Figure 3.a and Stimulus preparation in
Chapter 4, for more details on the selection of REL and UNREL stimuli)
2.3. Procedure in face-profession association phase
Prior to the EEG measurement, participants needed to associate to each face a specific profession in order to perform the main experiment. This procedure consisted of two phases: a
learning phase and a testing phase. A detailed description of the two phases is presented in
“Procedure in face-profession association phase” in Chapter 4.
2.4. Procedure in the main experiment
The experiment consisted of four runs (Figure 1). Each run consisted of 4 blocks of trials
(block-design) and started with a white fixation cross lasting for 3 seconds centred on a
blank screen. A single block consisted of 36 trials. Each trial started with the presentation of
a white fixation cross of a jittered duration (mean 2500 ms, range 2000–3000 ms) in the
centre of a blank screen. The blank condition was followed by a pair of faces presented for
500 ms. The two faces were positioned in opposite hemifields and they were either REL or
UNREL to each other at the semantic level (see Stimulus preparation). The single pictures
subtended approximately 4.1° (height) x 3.5° (width) of visual angle and were aligned with
the centre of the screen. Between the two faces, two bars (0.2° in height) were also presented. The width of the bars varied between 1 and 5 pixels and they were placed 0.17°
above and below the centre of the visual screen. The entire visual display covered 4.1°
(height) x 7.8° (width) of visual angle. The display was designed in order to be comparable in
size with those used in previous studies on face processing (Gauthier I et al., 2000; Halgren E
et al., 1999; Kanwisher N et al., 1997; Rossion B et al., 2003; Steeves JK et al., 2006; Wojciulik
E et al., 1998). Therefore, it was reasonable to assume that FFA integrated the two simultaneously presented faces within each experimental trial (Halgren E et al., 1999; Reinholz J and
S Pollmann, 2007). A block of trials ended with a resting condition consisting of a blank
screen with a white cross lasting for 2 seconds. A visual instruction was displayed at the
beginning of each block for 3 seconds. The block of trials started after the presentation of a
white cross on a blank screen (2 seconds long). The instruction indicated to the subject to
perform either an ignore-faces (IGN) or an attend-to-face (ATT) task (see Figure 3.a and
“Procedure in the main experiment” in Chapter 4, for more details on the two tasks).
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Figure 1. Experimental design. Block structure with examples of two different conditions (attend-to-faces with
related display and ignore-faces with unrelated display).

In both tasks, the subject was asked to respond as fast and accurately as possible within a
1500 ms time-window (comprising the face pair duration - 500 ms - and 1 second of blank
screen). The design was a 2 x 2 repeated measures design with factors attention (ATT, IGN)
and relatedness (REL, UNREL), leading to 4 conditions (IGN_REL, IGN_UNREL, ATT_REL,
ATT_UNREL, see Figure 3.b in Chapter 4). The participants were not made aware of the
relatedness manipulation. The order of the blocks was randomised and counterbalanced
across participants and runs by means of the Williams design (Williams EJ, 1949). This
scheme is a generalized Latin square design, balanced for first-order carryover effects. The
stimulus display was identical for both types of task.
After the explanation of the task, and application of the electrodes, participants were
comfortably seated in an electrically shielded, sound-attenuated room in front of a computer monitor at a distance of 80 centimeters. The stimuli were delivered using the Presentation 12.2 package (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc. www.neurobs.com). Participants were
instructed to fixate the centre of the screen throughout the experiment and to minimise
head and eye-movements for the duration of the experiment. The entire session lasted
approximately 40 minutes.
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2.5. EEG recording
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was measured using 29 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (QuickCap, Neuroscan Inc. Tm, see “EEG recording” in Chapter 3, for more details).
2.6. Analysis
EEG data were epoched with an interval of 900 ms, time-locked to the onset of the presentation of the pair of faces. Epochs included a 100-ms prestimulus baseline correction interval
and they were 0.3–30 Hz bandpass filtered (Butterworth, zero phase, 24dB/oct). Data were
decomposed in independent components (ICs) via ICA. This procedure and the rationale
behind it were described in details in “Analysis” in Chapter 3.

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral Results
We computed error rates (ERs) and correct reaction times (RTs) on the ignore-faces (IGN)
and attend-to-face (ATT) task for related (REL) and unrelated (UNREL) condition. Mean ERs
and RTs were then submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with two factors, namely
attention and relatedness. For RTs, a significant main effect of attention was observed but
no effect of relatedness or interaction. Attention: (F (1, 18) = 25.408, p = .000, mean reaction
time ATT = 806 ms, SE = 34, mean IGN = 666 ms, SE = 23). Relatedness: (F (1, 18) = 1.223, p =
.283, mean REL = 756 ms, SE = 34, mean UNREL = 715 ms, SE = 29). Interaction: (F (1, 18)
=.644, p = .433). Similarly to the RT results, for ERs we did not find any main effects of attention or relatedness or interaction. Attention: (F (1, 18) = 2.552, p = .128, mean ATT = 25 %, SE
= 3, mean IGN = 21 %, SE = 3). Relatedness: (F (1, 18) = .001, p = .982, mean REL = 23 %, SE =
3, mean UNREL = 23 %, SE = 2). Interaction: (F (1, 18) = .111, p = .743).
3.2. ICA clusters
The ICA cluster analysis revealed 4 clusters of interest namely the N170, N250, N300 and the
N400-cluster. The N170-cluster consisted of 12 components from 8 subjects. They were
characterized by a negativity peaking around 180 ms. For each IC we computed the average
amplitudes around the negative peak (see Analysis). A 2x2 ANOVA performed on these
values did not reveal any main effect of attention, relatedness or interaction of factors (Figure 2.a).
The scalp maps of the ICs showed a centro-occipital distribution. These maps were used
for source dipole modeling. The N170 has been associated with the first phase of face encoding corresponding anatomically with a face selective region located on the lateral bank of
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the lateral occipital complex (LOC) and known as occipital face area (OFA) (Haxby JV et al.,
2000; Schweinberger SR et al., 2007; Schweinberger SR et al., 2002). In order to investigate
whether OFA was a realistic source of the N170, we seeded a two-equivalent current dipole
into the centro-lateral part of the inferior occipital gyrus (Figure 2.b). The reason we seeded
two lateral dipoles instead of one is that, according to the algorithm of ICs extraction, a
component with a central distribution reflects two bilateral sources synchronously activated.
This source dipole model accounted on average for 92 % of the observed variance.

Figure 2. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: N170. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs of
the N170-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60 ms
around 180 ms (average peak). (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N170-cluster. Center: Average of the ICs
spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

The clustering procedure revealed another face-specific cluster that consisted of 13 components (from 11 subjects) identified by a negative deflection around 240 ms. For its characteristics we defined this cluster as the N250-cluster. For the components in this cluster we
observed a significant interaction of factors attention and relatedness (Figure 3.a). Attention:
(F (1, 10) = .024, p = .880, mean amplitude ATT = -1.316, SE = .402, IGN = -1.340, SE = .388).
Relatedness: (F (1, 10) = .050, p = .828, mean amplitude REL = -1.333, SE = .393, UNREL = 1.323, SE = .383). Interaction: (F (1, 10) = 8.375, p = .016).
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Figure 3. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: N250. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs of
the N250-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60 ms
around 230 ms (average peak). (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N250-cluster. Center: Average of the ICs
spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

The interaction effect was further investigated by comparing related vs. unrelated condition
within the attend-to-face and the ignore-faces condition separately. The pairwise comparisons showed no difference in the ignore-faces condition, but a significant effect of relatedness within the attend-to-face condition (ATT_REL > ATT_UNREL: F = 6.07, p = .033; IGN_REL
vs. IGN_UNREL: F = 3.03 p = .112). The same 2x2 ANOVA was performed on the backprojections of the ICs onto the scalp (original space). This analysis, in line with the previous
one, revealed an interaction effect (F (1, 10) = 11.768, p = .006). This interaction reflected,
once again, no relatedness effect within the ignore-faces condition but a significant difference between attend-to-related-face and attend-to-unrelated-face (ATT_REL > ATT_UNREL:
F = 10.33, p = .009; IGN_REL vs. IGN_UNREL: F = 2.27, p = .163).
The IC scalp maps were characterized by a posterior-parietal distribution. Several studies suggested based on source modeling that the N250 is generated in FFA (Schweinberger
SR et al., 2004; Schweinberger SR et al., 2007; Schweinberger SR et al., 2002). Therefore,
similarly to the seeding procedure we use for the N170, we modeled the scalp maps of the
N250-cluster with two symmetrical dipoles located bilaterally in the anterior part of the
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fusiform gyrus (Figure 3.b). These dipole models located within FFA accounted on average
for 91 % of the total variance.
The N300-cluster consisted of 15 components from 10 subjects. The scalp maps of the
N300-ICs had maxima over the centro-frontal electrodes. They were also characterized by a
large negativity around 270 ms. A 2x2 ANOVA on the ICs mean amplitudes revealed no main
effect of attention or relatedness but a significant interaction effect (Figure 4.a). Attention:
(F (1, 9) = .270, p = .616, mean amplitude ATT = -1.606, SE = .697, IGN = -1.880, SE = 1.120).
Relatedness: (F (1, 9) = .559, p = .474, mean amplitude REL = -1.726, SE = .896, UNREL = 1.760, SE = .894). Interaction: (F (1, 9) = 8.654, p = .016). This interaction effect reflected a
significant difference between related and unrelated condition within the attend-to-face and
ignore-faces task (ATT_REL < ATT_UNREL: F = 5.57, p = .043; IGN_REL > IGN_UNREL: F = 8.33
p = .018). We found the same pattern of results when we back-projected the ICs of the
N300-cluster onto the scalp. In fact, a 2x2 ANOVA revealed an interaction attention and
relatedness (F (1, 9) = 6.201, p = .034). The pairwise comparisons between related and unrelated condition performed separately for both tasks confirmed a relatedness modulation of
the N300 component in both tasks (ATT_REL < ATT_UNREL: F = 5.21, p = .048; IGN_REL >
IGN_UNREL: F = 5.11 p = .050).

Figure 4. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: N300. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs of
the N300-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60 ms
around 270 ms. (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N300-cluster. Center: Average of the ICs spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.
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Based on the frontal distribution of the N300-ICs and on the key-role of the IFG in the fMRI
study (Chapter 4), we tested whether this region was a plausible neural generator of the
N300 for the present experiment. In particular, we used the same seeding procedure performed for the N170 and the N250. We observed that a two-dipole model in IFG explained
on average the 92 % of the total variance.
The N400-cluster consisted of 13 components from 11 subjects. In the temporal domain, the ICs shared a negative deflection at about 400 ms. The statistical analysis on the
mean amplitudes around this peak did not reveal any main effect of attention, relatedness
or interaction of factors (Figure 5.a). The N400-ICs were maximally distributed in the midline
over the posterior electrodes.

Figure 5. Result of the ICA analysis of the EEG data: N400. (a) Left: Average of the ERPs associated with the ICs of
the N400-cluster. Right: results of the 2x2 ANOVA analysis on the mean-ERP-amplitudes of the ICs in a window of 60 ms
around 400 ms. (b) Left: scalp maps associated to the ICs of the N400-cluster. Center: Average of the ICs spatial distribution. Right: location of the two-dipoles-model used to fit the ICs scalp maps.

In contrast to the clusters analyzed so far, we did not have a clear expectation on the source
location of the N400. In fact, the posterior distribution excluded the possibility to seed a
dipole into the IFG, as for the N300. Therefore, we did not proceed with the seeding of dipoles in a specific area. Instead, we computed for each IC an equivalent current dipole (a one
or two dipole model) identified by a projection on the scalp that best-fitted the observed
scalp topography of that component. The best fitting dipoles were mainly located within two
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neighboring regions corresponding to the superior parietal lobe and the precuneus. On
average these dipoles accounted for 90 % of the total variance (Figure 5.b).
In order to test whether the N250 and N300 clusters, the most relevant for the present
study, were representative of the same ERP components on the scalp, we computed the
contribution of the IC-back-projections to the grand average ERP in two corresponding timewindows: 180-240 ms (N250) and 210-270 ms (N300). In the 180-240 ms time-window we
observed that the N250 was the cluster that contributed the most to the negative EEG signal
on the scalp for all conditions (ATT_REL = 30.33 %, ATT_UNREL = 25.71 %, IGN_REL = 31.25
%, IGN_UNREL = 30.64 %). The same held for the N300 cluster within the 210-270 ms timewindow conditions (ATT_REL = 24.81 %, ATT_UNREL = 21.54 %, IGN_REL = 24.01 %,
IGN_UNREL = 19.85 %).

4. Discussion
In the present EEG study we investigated the temporal characteristics of semantic selection
in the context of face processing. We simultaneously presented two faces that were either
semantically related (same category-professions) or unrelated to each other (different category-professions). The participants were asked to attend to one of the faces (attend-to-face
condition) or ignore both of them (ignore-faces condition). In Chapter 4, we reported the
data from an identical experiment using fMRI. We disentangled, to our knowledge for the
first time, the two main processes occurring during the semantic selection of a face in the
presence of a distractor: the competitive interaction between the semantic representations
related to the two faces (ignore-faces task) and the selection of the relevant face (attend-toface task). This study revealed a functional dissociation between two relevant areas involved
in semantic selection: FFA and IFG. In particular, we observed in FFA a relatedness effect
(related > unrelated) for both ignored and attended faces. In the IFG, the relatedness effects
were present for ignored cases only. This pattern could be explained by a multiple-stage
model where in addition to the competition (access) and selection phases modeled by Levelt
WJM et al. (1991), the occurrence of an interference mechanism in FFA was proposed. We
suggested that in a first stage the visual features and semantic information (professions) of
the two faces are integrated within FFA. In line with Hocking J et al.(2010), when the relevant face had to be selected, this process appeared to be more demanding when the distracting face was semantically related to the target. In a later phase of semantic selection,
the associated visual and semantic information is passed on from FFA to IFG, were selection
takes place. At this stage the two professions were encoded also when ignored and they
competed for representation at the categorical level (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004).
Selection was finally accomplished in the IFG as we found that attention to one face was able
to filter the distracting face in favor of the semantic processing of the relevant profession
only.
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The present EEG experiment aimed to further investigate these temporal assumptions. More
specifically, we tested whether face selective ERP components (the N170 and the N250)
reflected a semantic interference effect that is typically observed in the early stage of semantic selection when visual and semantic information are integrated. We also investigated
the occurrence of competitive interactions at the level of the two most relevant ERP components for semantic selection and integration: the N300 and N400. Finally, we tested, in the
same time-windows, whether and how selection was accomplished
The data were analyzed with ICA. This procedure identified four clusters of interest: the
N170, the N250, the N300 and the N400. The labels given to each of these clusters were
defined according to the properties of the related ICs. The time course and the spatial distribution of the N170-ICs, for example, closely resembled the temporal and spatial characteristics of the N170 ERP component. In the following paragraphs we will comment the results
related to each of these clusters.
4.1. The N170 cluster
The most relevant feature of the N170-ICs was a negative deflection peaking at about 170
ms. The associated scalp maps revealed that the contribution of the ICs was maximum over
the most posterior electrodes, which corresponded most likely to the occipital lobe. In line
with previous findings, the source dipole modeling confirmed the occipital origin of the N170
within the inferior occipital gyrus (Haxby JV et al., 2000; Schweinberger SR et al., 2007;
Schweinberger SR et al., 2002).
The statistical analysis did not reveal any effect of attention or relatedness for the
N170-ICs. The N170 ERP component has been associated with the early phase of face processing related to the structural encoding and the feature-based analysis of a face (Bruce V
and A Young, 1986; Haxby JV et al., 2000). In the present experiment, we carefully controlled
for any difference in physical similarity such that the two faces in the displayed pair were
“equally dissimilar” in all conditions (see Stimulus preparation). Hence, the absence of any
effect in the N170 was in line with the role of this component in face processing and with the
rationale of the design that was focused on a semantic context manipulation. Therefore, we
can conclude that the semantic context did not play a systematic role during information
processing in the N170 time-window.
4.2. The N250 cluster
The ICs in this cluster presented a clear negativity around 240 ms. The ICs-topographies were
characterized by a posterior-parietal distribution. A two-equivalent dipole model was seeded
within FFA in order to test whether this area was a plausible neural generator for the N250.
The high amount of variance explained by this model confirmed this assumption, and replicates the results by Schweinberger SR et al. (2004; 2007; 2002).
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The 2x2 ANOVA on the N250-ICs showed an interaction of factors attention and relatedness.
A planned pairwise comparison, computed separately for the two tasks, revealed a significant relatedness modulation for the attend-to-face and not for the ignore-faces condition. In
the attend-to-face condition, we found that semantically related faces elicited a higher signal
than the unrelated faces. In line with the same relatedness effect we found in the preceding
fMRI experiment in FFA, this result suggested that the semantically related distractor interferes with the visual-semantic association mechanism in the 250 ms time-window. In fact,
according to the pre-lexical account of the semantic interference effect, FFA represents the
first stage where semantic and perceptual information are integrated. This in turn caused a
larger semantic interference in the related condition which is solved by the attentional system within FFA (Hocking J et al.(2010).
Unlike the fMRI results in FFA, the N250 did not show a relatedness modulation within
the ignore-faces condition. This result is in line with the suggested functional role of this ERP
component. In particular, the N250 is involved in the holistic configuration of a face as well
as the first stage of its semantic encoding. But in the ignore-faces task, no explicit integration
of a face and the associated profession was necessary. In addition, the N250 does not represent the semantic processing per se. Hence, we also would not expect the automatic extraction of the two professions and their eventual competition. At this early stage, FFA probably
just passes the information through towards the frontal lobe. Therefore, the fMRI based FFA
modulation we observed in Chapter 4 (ignore-related-faces > ignore-unrelated-faces) probably occurred due to the top-down influence of a later IFG activity.
4.3. The N300 cluster
The N300-ICs peaked at about 270 ms in correspondence of a negative deflection. The scalp
maps associated with the N300-ICs showed a focal distribution over the fronto-central electrodes. In turn, the successful fit of these maps with those generated by a two-dipole-model
in IFG identified this region as the neural source of the N300. The pattern of activation in the
N300 was similar to the results we found in the IFG in fMRI. In fact, as in the IFG, we observed for the N300 a significant interaction between the two factors attention and relatedness. A pairwise comparison performed for the ignore-faces condition revealed a higher EEG
signal for the related vs. the unrelated faces. The N300 has been shown to reflect the initial
stage of semantic processing, which is mostly related to the categorization of pictorial stimuli (Barrett SE and MD Rugg, 1990; Ganis G et al., 1996; Hamm JP et al., 2002; Holcomb PJ
and WB McPherson, 1994; McPherson WB and PJ Holcomb, 1999; Zhang Y and C Guo, 2008).
Therefore, the relatedness effect in the N300 suggested that faces were semantically encoded at the category level (e.g. physician, sport-men) even when ignored, as also showed
by Eddy M et al. (2006). The same modulation effect was observed in fMRI for unattended
faces in the IFG. The convergence between the N300 and the IFG with respect to the semantic modulation in the ignore-faces task suggested that around 300 ms post stimuli onset
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professions categories were automatically extracted in the IFG from the two unattended
faces. In addition, if we assume that this difference reflects semantic competition and that
larger amount of competitive interactions results in a lower EEG signal, the relatedness
effect in the N300 time-window suggested that two unrelated faces competed with each
other more than related faces. Therefore, in line with the finding in the IFG, the lower ERP
amplitude in the N300 might reflect a category competition effect. In fact, in the ignoreunrelated-faces, the coactivation of two different category-nodes could give rise to the
activation of the semantic nodes connected to each category. This spread of activation between nodes in the semantic network would lead to a stronger competition due to a higher
amount of inhibitory connections. Therefore, competitive interactions would be larger for
between-categories (unrelated faces) compared to within-category condition (related faces).
At first sight this result might seem in contrast with psycholinguistic theories on semantic competition (Oppenheim GM et al., ; Vigliocco G et al., 2002) as these models would
predict stronger competition when two items belonged to the same category, reflecting, in
turn, a lower EEG signal for related faces. However, most of these theories were tested
when selection was in place (object naming), which can be considered as an “attend” task
where attentional mechanisms are involved. In contrary, the present ignore-faces condition
was introduced to test the interaction of two semantically related and unrelated faces in the
absence of attention.
The pairwise test within the attend-to-face task also showed a significant difference between the related and unrelated-faces condition but with the opposite pattern compared to
the ignore-faces task (attend-to-unrelated-faces > attend-to-related-faces). This relatedness
modulation suggested that semantic selection was affected by the distracting face at the
level of the N300. According to Oppenheim GM et al. (2010) and Vigliocco G et al. (2002),
lateral inhibition, during semantic selection, suppresses the processing of the target in a
larger extent when two items share similar features compared to when they are semantically unrelated. The presence of the context effect in addition to the lower signal in the
related case indicated that attention did not fully bias the selection yet. It rather seemed
that several alternative candidates (here two professions) are still competing with each
other for selection.
In contrast to this modulation in the N300, the fMRI experiment did not reveal any relatedness effect in the attend-to-face condition. The fMRI results suggested that attention to
one face solved the competition that we observed during the ignore-faces task when both
semantic representations of faces interacted with each other (Grindrod CM et al., 2008; Kan
IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004). However, due to the sluggishness of the hemodynamic
response, the fMRI signal represents the temporal integration of a series of neural events
occurring in a time-window of few seconds. The relatedness modulation we observed at the
level of the N300 might reflect one of those events and the input from FFA into IFG within
the N250 time-window (attend-to-related-face > attend-to-unrelated-face, opposite pattern
compared to the N300) might represent an earlier stage of selection. Averaged over time,
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these two effects might cancel each other out in fMRI, resulting in a lack of relatedness
modulation at the level of the IFG. In contrast, the EEG was able to disentangle the two
different processes over time.
In sum, the bias effect we hypothesized based on the fMRI activation in the IFG during
the attend-to-face task might be originated from two different mechanisms. The first, occurring at around 250 ms, represented an attentional mechanism to solve the semantic interference in FFA and the other, taking place in the IFG at about 300 ms, reflected an inhibitory
effect from the related face distractor.
4.4. The N400 cluster
The ICA algorithm also identified a N400-cluster of ICs characterized by a wide negativity
peaking at about 400 ms. In this cluster we did not observe any significant effect of attention, relatedness or interaction. The ICs scalp maps had a centro-parietal distribution. N400ICs were well modeled by two symmetrical dipoles located within the superior parietal lobe
and precuneus. Also in a recent study on related and unrelated word-picture pairs, the N400
has been localized within the precuneus (Zhang Y and C Guo, 2008). The precunes has been
associated with memory retrieval, mostly when visual imagery is involved (Dorfel D et al.,
2009; Fletcher PC et al., 1995). In our study and in particular in the attend-to-face task, subjects might have used strategies that relied on visual imagery to retrieve the association
between the face presented and a specific profession. The lack of a relatedness modulation
in the attend-to-face task suggested that the pairing face-profession was equally successful
in both conditions and that the distracting face did not influence this process within the
N400 time-window. We can conclude that at this stage of semantic processing attention
acted to solve any inhibitory effect from the context, which resulted in the ultimate selection
of the target-face. Finally, the absence of any effect in the ignore-faces suggested that competition among different semantic representations only occurred during conceptual coactivation (in the IFG) and not during upgrading retrieved information with memory representations (in the precuneus).
In summary, the combination of the previous fMRI results and the present EEG data suggested a functional segregation of FFA and IFG as key regions in the semantic selection of
faces. The data supported the idea that semantic selection took place in three distinct timewindows. In the early stage, within the FFA and in the N250 time-window, the initial integration of a face and the associated profession is a context sensitive process. In fact, the distracting face hampered this mechanism and interference was stronger for related faces
compared to unrelated face. Attention solved this inhibiting effect of the distractor by enhancing the activity in the most demanding case (attend-to-related-face)
In a later time-window, around 300 ms post stimulus onset, the semantic representations were coactivated in the IFG also when both faces were unattended and they interacted
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in a competitive manner. When active selection was needed (attend-to-face task), the EEG
results suggested that the distracting face was still processed to some extent and that it
affected the processing of the relevant face (Kan IP and SL Thompson-Schill, 2004). Around
400 ms any context effect was cancelled out. In this time-window attentional mechanism
might eventually have solved the preceding interference effect which in turn resulted in an
accurate and efficient selection of the target.
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General discussion
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In the present thesis we investigated the neural correlates of face selection when a target
face was presented in the context of another face. We described and compared the mechanism of selection when a face had to be selected with regard to some visual properties or to
specific semantic information. Visual and semantic selection was investigated in separate
experiments but with identical designs. High spatial (fMRI) and high temporal resolution
(EEG) techniques were used to study temporal aspects of face selection within the brain
areas of interest.
Face selection was first explored in the visual domain by using fMRI and EEG. In particular, we tested whether face selection works in line with competitive models of selection.
Among those, the biased competition model states that the selection of a specific item in a
cluster of other objects occurs in two distinct phases. First, in a pre-selective stage, when
none of the objects is yet attended to, the two items compete with each other to be represented in the cortex. Secondly, during the selection phase, attention to the relevant item (in
a specific location and/or characterized by a specific visual feature) biases the neural competition in favor of the target only. Within this framework attention is not considered anymore
as a spotlight that enhances the neural activity related to the attended item. It rather represents the mechanism needed to resolve the competitive interaction between the target and
the distractor when they are simultaneously presented. In the face processing domain, the
most natural way to test this model was to simultaneously present two faces and design two
tasks that allowed us to investigate separately the two phases of face selection modeled by
BC. In line with this idea, participants were asked to perform an ignore-faces task where they
ignored both faces and an attend-to-face condition where they had to attend to one of them
while performing a match-to-sample task. The ignore-faces condition was used to investigate
whether the two faces were actually encoded to a certain extent though ignored. We also
expected that the simultaneous processing of the two faces would lead to neural competition. In order to test this hypothesis, the two faces presented were similar or dissimilar at
the perceptual level. A modulation by similarity would support the simultaneous processing
of the two faces as well as the occurrence of competitive interactions. The face similarity
manipulation was also employed in the attend-to-face task. In this case we expected attention to bias the face processing towards the target only and in turn to cancel out any context
effect of the distracting face. With fMRI we restricted our investigation to face selective
areas where we expected both competition and selection to occur. However, due to the low
temporal resolution of fMRI, this technique could not be used to track the temporal dynamics of these mechanisms. For this purpose a similar experimental design was carried out in an
EEG experiment. The EEG data were analyzed with ICA.
Furthermore, we used both an fMRI and an EEG experiment to investigate the underlying neural mechanism of face selection in the semantic domain when a distracting face was
contextually presented. As in the two previous studies, we simultaneously presented two
faces. In this case, besides its perceptual properties, each face was characterized by additional information, consisting of a specific profession. As in the visual domain, semantic
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selection might also be modeled in two stages: a competition and a selection phase. In fact,
prior to selection when the two face-professions have to be accessed, they have the same
probability to be represented. Consequently this leads to competitive interaction between
the two semantic representations. Attention to one face might bias this competition in favor
of the semantic processing of the target face. In order to test this hypothesis the experimental designs included an ignore-faces and attend-to-face condition. The former task was similar to the ignore-faces task, as described above, and it was used to explore whether semantic information from both faces were processed and competed with each other. In the attend-to-face task, participants shifted their attention to one face on which they performed a
match-to-profession task. This condition was necessary to test whether attention was able
to filter out the irrelevant information. In both tasks, faces were paired in such a way that
professions could belong either to the same or different profession-categories (respectively
related and unrelated condition). In line with the rationale of the visual similarity manipulation, a semantic relatedness effect in the ignore-faces task would reflect the automatic
encoding and competition of the professions, associated with the two faces. In contrast, we
expected a lack of relatedness modulation in the attend-to-face condition, as attention to
the target should bias the competition and only relevant information was to be processed.
The fMRI experiment allowed us to investigate the competitive models of selection in the
semantic domain in regions known to play a central role in semantic selection. We also
analyzed the pattern of activation in FFA in order to investigate the role of this region when
face processing is involved, but when selection is not directly related to the perceptual
analysis of the target face. In fact, we expected that in order to select the semantic information associated with the relevant face the system would, first, need to analyze the visual
features of the target face and, then, integrate these features with the appropriate profession. We identified the FFA as a possible candidate responsible for this integrative mechanism. EEG in combination with ICA was used to test the timing of all the stages involved in
the semantic selection of a face in context: the perceptual analysis of the face, the integration of its semantic and visual information, competition between target and distractor and
ultimately the selection of the target.

Visual selection of a face
The findings in the fMRI and EEG experiments related to the selection of a face in the context of a distractor supported the BC model of selection. In particular, in the fMRI study, the
analysis restricted to FFA revealed that this region was modulated by the similarity manipulation between the two faces when they were simultaneously presented and ignored (ignore-faces task). In addition, the fMRI signal was smaller when the faces were similar to each
other compared to dissimilar faces. The same pattern of activation was observed, in the
whole brain analysis, within the OFA. We interpreted these results in line with the competi-
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tion effect between the two faces hypothesized in the BC account when two items were
simultaneously processed. First, the similarity modulation both in FFA and OFA suggested
that the fMRI signal was sensitive to the similarity level between the two faces which in turn
indicated that they were both processed. Secondly, the occurrence of competitive interactions between faces was supported by the lower fMRI signal in the similar compared to the
dissimilar case. In fact, if we assume that dissimilar faces are encoded by distinct subpopulation of neurons and similar faces are represented by neighboring (or overlapping) neural
populations, we would expect a larger amount of competition in the ignore-similar-faces
condition. In the attend-to-face condition, both FFA and OFA did not show any similarity
effect. This result suggested that only the target face was encoded whereas the influence of
the other face was filtered out. In terms of the BC model, attention biased the competition
that occurred in a pre-selective stage (ignore-faces task), towards the processing of the
selected face. The ICA-based EEG data revealed two face related ERP components: the N170
and the N250. In line with the fMRI results in FFA and OFA, we observed that the N250 was
modulated by face similarity in the ignore-faces condition but not in the attend-to-face
condition. In addition, the direction of the similarity effect fitted the pattern we observed in
FFA and OFA. However, the N170 was not modulated by the similarity manipulation neither
in the ignore-faces nor in the attend-to-face condition, suggesting that the pattern of fMRI
activity in OFA was related to top-down modulation. Overall, the combination of results from
the fMRI and EEG studies suggested that the selection mechanism of a face in the presence
of a distracting face works according to the BC model within FFA in the 250 ms time-window.
In particular, when the two faces are simultaneously presented and ignored (pre-selective
access phase) they are both encoded and they both competed for representation. When the
relevant face has to be selected, attention biased this competitive interaction in favor of the
target in a 250 ms time-window.

Semantic selection of a face
Face selection was further investigated in the semantic domain with EEG and fMRI. The fMRI
experiment aimed to test whether changing the relevance of the target face from its visual
features to some semantic property (profession) would result in a spatial shift of the regions
involved in the selection mechanism. We found in the IFG a modulation by semantic relatedness in the ignore-faces and not in the attend-to-face condition. This result suggested that
when none of the faces and associated professions was relevant for behavior (ignored-faces
task) they were still processed to a certain extent in the IFG. The lack of semantic relatedness effect in the IFG in the attend-to-face task indicated that attention to the profession of
the target face filtered out the semantic representation of the other face. In line with the
competitive models of selection and with the central role of the IFG in semantic processing,
we suggested that the semantic selection of a face in a context occurred within the IFG as
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follows. In a pre-selective stage the semantic representation, which are associated with the
two faces, are encoded in the IFG and compete with each other. Attention resolved this
competition by processing only the profession of the relevant face. In the same experiment a
modulation by semantic relatedness within the attend-to-face task was also observed in FFA.
We interpreted this result as a semantic interference effect from the distracting face during
the integration of the visual and semantic information related to the target face. In the EEG
experiment we found the same modulation at the level of the N250 component and only in
the attend-to-face task. In a later time-window around 300 ms post stimulus onset we observed a semantic relatedness effect within the ignore-faces condition, which was similar to
the modulation in the IFG. In the same time-window a significant difference between related
and unrelated faces was found in the attend-to-face condition, but with an opposite pattern.
Finally, the N400 ERP component did not show any modulation neither in the ignore-faces
condition and most importantly nor in the attend-to-face task. These results allowed us to
draw the timeline of the neural events we observed in fMRI. In the pre-selective stage, the
two professions associated with the two faces were automatically extracted and competed
to be represented in a 300 ms time-window. When the profession associated to one of the
two faces needed to be selected (selection phase) three different time-windows were identified. In an initial stage, around 250 ms post stimulus onset, attention served to accomplish
the integrative process of visual and semantic features related to the target face occurring in
FFA. In a later stage (300 ms time-window), attention was not yet able to resolve the competition between the two semantic representations in the IFG. In a final stage, the semantic
selection of the target face took place in a 400 ms time-window where attention to the
relevant face was able to reduce and ultimately remove the influence of the irrelevant information from the distracting face.

In conclusion, when a face is presented in the context of another face and it has to be selected according to its visual features, selection occurred in FFA in a 250 time-window. However, when the relevant information of the target face is related to its semantic representation, selection is accomplished in the IFG in later time-windows (300 ms and 400 ms post
stimulus onset). FFA in this case is necessary for an initial phase of selection when the semantic and visual information of the target face has to be integrated.
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The aim of the present work was to investigate the underlying neural mechanism of face
selection in the presence of a distracting face. We explored this particular topic via two
different perspectives. In fact, the relevance of a face in the pair was in one case related to
the visual properties of that face (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and in the other studies (Chapter
4 and Chapter 5) to its semantic information. The combination of these two lines of research
allowed a better understanding of the mechanism of face selection and the integrative process regarding the physical and semantic information that are associated with a target face. In
Chapter 1 we outlined the rationale of the thesis and the technique and procedures used to
test our hypothesis. In particular, we investigated whether the selection mechanism in the
semantic as well as in the visual domain, worked according to the competitive models of
selection. According to these models, when two items (e.g. faces) are simultaneously presented in the visual field and none of them is attended to (or selected), their perceptual or
semantic information compete to be represented at the neural level. When one of the two
items becomes relevant for behavior, selection occurs by shifting the focus of attention to
the target. This biases competitive interactions towards the processing of that item only. The
competition hypothesis was tested by simultaneously presenting two faces and by asking the
participants to ignore both of them (ignore-faces task). The bias account was explored with
an attend-to-face task where the subject had to covertly attend to one of the two faces. We
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify the brain regions involved in
face selection and to find out whether such a mechanism worked in a competitive fashion.
The electroencephalography (EEG) technique was used in order to track the temporal dynamics of the two stages of selection that are hypothesized by competitive models: competition and bias effect. In Chapter 2 we described in more detail the fMRI experiment that was
used to investigate the visual selection of a face in the context of a distractor. In this study
the two faces presented were either similar or dissimilar to each other. We found that the
two face selective areas, the fusiform face area (FFA) and the occipital face area (OFA) were
modulated by the similarity manipulation only within the ignore-faces condition and not in
the attend-to-face condition. The attend-to-face task consisted, in this particular study, of a
match-to-face task where participants performed a button-press when the face on the left
matched the one presented in the instruction phase. These results were interpreted in line
with the competitive models of selection. First, the similarity effect that was found only in
the ignore-faces condition suggested that both faces were processed to some extent. Moreover, the lower fMRI signal in the similar compared to the dissimilar condition, reflected the
occurrence of competitive interactions between the two faces. In fact, according to the
neural representation of the FFA, similar faces are processed by neighboring and overlapping
neural populations. This would lead consequently to a stronger competition when similar
faces would be presented compared to two dissimilar faces. The lack of modulation in the
attend-to-face condition suggested that attention inhibited the influence of the distractor
and biased competition towards the visual processing of the target. The same stimuli, tasks
and design, as described in Chapter 2, were used in an EEG experiment that we illustrated in
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Chapter 3. The EEG signal observed at the occipito-temporal location in a 250 time-window
reflected the same pattern of activation that we found in OFA and FFA. More specifically, we
observed at the level of the N250 ERP component that in the ignore-faces condition similar
faces elicited a lower EEG signal compared to dissimilar face. In addition, this modulation
was cancelled out by attending to one of the two faces (attend-to-face condition). In sum,
the EEG experiment suggested that both the competitive and the bias phases of selection
occurred in a late stage of face processing. In Chapter 4, we reported the fMRI experiment
on the semantic selection of a face in the presence of another face. Similarly to the visual
selection experiments we expected that this mechanism might work according to the competitive model of selection. Therefore, in analogy to the design above mentioned, we tested
the competition and bias hypothesis by presenting two faces that had to be respectively
ignored or (one of them) attended to. Moreover, as the selection occurred with regard of
the semantic information of the target face each face was associated with a specific profession. Professions, associated with the pair of faces, could belong to the same (related faces)
or to a different (unrelated faces) category. We observed in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) a
relatedness effect in the ignore-faces condition and no modulation in the attend-to-face
condition. In line with the interpretation of previous results in OFA and FFA (see fMRI results
in Chapter 2) and in the N250 time-window (see EEG results in Chapter 3), we suggested that
when the two faces were unattended to their semantic information was automatically processed and competed for representation. Attention resolved competition by favoring the
processing of the profession information of the target face. In this experiment we also found
that FFA was modulated by relatedness in the attend-to-face condition. The direction of this
effect (attend-to-related-face > attend-to-unrelated-face) indicated that at this stage of face
processing attention was used to integrate the semantic and perceptual information of the
target face in FFA. The temporal profile of these neural events was outlined in the EEG experiment, described in Chapter 5. We observed that the integrative process in FFA (see fMRI
results in Chapter 4) occurred, most likely, in a 250 time-window, as we found the same
relatedness modulation within the attend-to-face condition at the level of the N250 in occipital-temporal sites. Finally, we observed in a frontal N300 a relatedness effect in the ignore-faces condition similar to the one we found in the IFG (see fMRI results in Chapter 4).
However, unlike the pattern of activation of the IFG the N300 did show a relatedness modulation also in the attend-to-face condition. A similar lack of relatedness effect we observed in
the IFG was found at the level of the parietal N400. These results suggested that the competitive and bias phases of selection took place respectively in the 300 ms and 400 ms timewindows. Finally, in Chapter 6, we draw the general conclusions from the four experiments.
In summary, when a face has to be selected in the presence of another face on the basis of
visual properties, this selection mechanism occurs in FFA and OFA in a late stage of face
processing (250 ms) and according to the competitive models of selection (Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3). Moreover, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we observed that the same models hold if
the relevance of the face to be selected is changed from visual to semantic information. We
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also found a spatial and temporal shift in the regions involved in such a mechanism. Especially, selection occurred in the IFG between 300 and 400 ms. FFA, in this case, was involved
in a earlier stage of selection when the integration between the semantic and facial feature
of the target face took place.
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Het doel van de huidige studie was om het neurale mechanisme te onderzoeken dat gezichten selecteert in de aanwezigheid van afleidende gezichten. We onderzochten dit onderwerp vanuit twee verschillende perspectieven. De relevantie van een gezicht was danwel
gerelateerd aan de visuele eigenschappen van dat gezicht (hoofdstuk 2 en 3), danwel gerelateerd aan semantische informatie ervan (hoofdstuk 4 en 5). Dankzij de combinatie van deze
twee onderzoekslijnen konden we beter begrijpen hoe het mechanisme dat gezichten selecteert werkt, en hoe fysieke en semantische informatie van het betreffende gezicht worden
geïntegreerd. In hoofdstuk 1 beschreven we de gedachte achter deze thesis, alsmede de
technieken en de procedures die we gebruikten om onze hypothese te testen. Met name
hebben we onderzocht of het selectiemechanisme, zowel in het visuele als in het semantische domein, werkten aan de hand van competitieve selectiemodellen. Volgens deze modellen ontstaat een competitie om neurale representatie tussen de perceptuele en semantische
representaties van twee items (b.v. gezichten), wanneer deze tegelijkertijd in het visuele
veld gepresenteerd worden en wanneer aan beiden geen aandacht wordt besteed. Wanneer
één van beide items relevant wordt voor een bepaald gedrag, wordt het item geselecteerd
door het verschuiven van de aandacht naar het relevante item. Hierdoor worden competitieve interacties bevoordeeld om enkel dat item te verwerken. De competitiehypothese
werd getest door tegelijkertijd twee gezichten te presenteren en door de proefpersonen te
vragen om beide te negeren (‘ignore-faces’ taak). De biashypothese werd getest door middel
van een ‘attend-to-face’ taak. In deze taak werd de proefpersoon gevraagd om zijn/haar
aandacht te richten op één van de gezichten. Aan de hand van functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) probeerden we de hersengebieden te identificeren die betrokken zijn bij
gezichtsselectie en te onderzoeken of deze selectie plaatsvond met behulp van competitieve
processen. Daarnaast werd electroencephalography (EEG) gebruikt om de temporele dynamiek te achterhalen van de twee fases van selectie die genoemd worden in de competitiemodellen (het competitie- en het biaseffect). In hoofdstuk 2 beschreven we het fMRI experiment dat gebruikt werd om de visuele selectie van een gezicht, in aanwezigheid van een
aandachtsafleidend gezicht, te onderzoeken. In deze studie waren deze twee gezichten
danwel gelijk, danwel verschillend aan elkaar (gelijkenismanipulatie). De ‘attend-to-face’
conditie bestond uit een ‘match-to-face’ taak, waarin de proefpersoon gevraagd werd om op
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een knop te drukken als het gezicht gepresenteerd aan de linkerzijde overeenkwam met het
gezicht dat tijdens de instructiefase getoond werd. We ontdekten dat de twee gezichtsselectiegebieden fusiform face area (FFA) en occipital face area (OFA) enkel in de ‘ignore faces’
conditie en niet in de ‘attend-to-face’ conditie gemoduleerd werden door de gelijkenismanipulatie. In overeenstemming met de competitieve modellen, suggereerde het effect van
gelijkenis (dat enkel in de ‘ignore-faces’ conditie werd gevonden) dat beide gezichten in
zekere mate verwerkt werden. Daarnaast weerspiegelde het lage fMRI signaal in de gelijkende conditie, vergeleken met de ongelijkende conditie, het bestaan van competitieve
interacties tussen de twee gezichten. Volgens de neurale representatie van FFA, worden op
elkaar gelijkende gezichten verwerkt door naburige en overlappende neuronenpopulaties.
Wanneer twee gelijkende gezichten samen gepresenteerd worden, zou dit doorgaans tot
een sterkere competitie leiden dan wanneer deze twee gezichten verschillend zijn. Het
ontbreken van modulatie in de ‘attend-to-face’ conditie suggereerde dat aandacht de invloed van de aandachtsafleider onderdrukte en de competitie bevoordeelde voor de visuele
verwerking van het relevante gezicht. Dezelfde stimuli, taken en design die werden beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 werden gebruikt in een EEG experiment dat beschreven werd in hoofdstuk 3. Het EEG signaal in deze studie vertoonde hetzelfde activatiepatroon dat we vonden
in OFA en FFA. Daarnaast observeerden we competitie en een bias voor aandacht, 250ms na
stimuluspresentatie, op een occipitale-temporale locatie. Daarbij observeerden we dat
gelijkende gezichten in de ‘ignore-faces’ conditie rond de N250 ERP component een lager
EEG signaal induceren vergeleken met gezichten die verschilden. Daar komt bij dat deze
modulatie teniet werd gedaan wanneer er aandacht geschonken werd aan één van de twee
gezichten (‘attend-to-face’ conditie). We kunnen hieruit concluderen dat zowel de competitie- als de biasfase pas in een later stadium in het gezichtsverwerkingsproces plaatsvinden.
In hoofdstuk 4 beschreven we het fMRI experiment, waarin de semantische selectie van een
gezicht, in aanwezigheid van een ander gezicht, werd onderzocht. Zoals in de visuele selectie-experimenten verwachtten we dat dit mechanisme zou kunnen handelen volgens het
competitieve selectiemodel. Daarom, in overeenstemming met het design dat hierboven
beschreven werd, testten we de competitie- en biashypothese door twee gezichten te presenteren, die danwel genegeerd moesten worden, danwel moest er aan één van beiden
aandacht geschonken worden. Daarnaast werd elk gezicht gekoppeld aan een specifiek
beroep, aangezien de selectie plaatsvond aan de hand van semantische informatie geassocieerd met de gezichten. De beroepen, die met de gezichtsparen geassocieerd werden, konden tot eenzelfde (gerelateerde gezichten) of tot een verschillende (ongerelateerde gezichten) beroepscategorie behoren. We vonden een gerelateerdheidseffect in de inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG) in de ‘ignore-faces’ conditie, en geen modulatie in de ‘attend-to-face’ conditie.
Gelet op de interpretaties van de vorige resultaten in OFA en FFA (zie fMRI resultaten) en in
de ERP rond 250ms na stimuluspresentatie (zie EEG resultaten), interpreteerden we deze
semantische resultaten als volgt. Wanneer beide gezichten genegeerd werden, werd hun
semantische informatie automatisch verwerkt en deze informatie ging vervolgens competi116
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tie aan voor representatie. Aandacht loste deze competitie op door de verwerking van het
beroep van het relevante gezicht te bevoordelen. In dit experiment ontdekten we ook dat
FFA gemoduleerd werd door het effect van gelijkenis in de ‘attend-to-face’ conditie. De
richting van dit effect (‘attend-to-related-faces’> ‘attend-to-unrelated-faces’) toonde aan dat
in dit stadium van gezichtsverwerking, aandacht gebruikt wordt om semantische en perceptuele informatie van het relevante gezicht te integreren in FFA. Het temporele profiel van
deze neurale gebeurtenissen werd beschreven in het EEG experiment in hoofdstuk 5. We
ontdekten dat het proces van de integratie van het percept en de semantiek dat we zagen in
FFA (zie fMRI resultaten), waarschijnlijk 250ms na stimuluspresentatie plaatsvond, aangezien
we dezelfde gelijkenismodulatie vonden in de ‘attend-to-face’ conditie ter hoogte van de
N250 aan occipitale-temporale gebieden. Ten slotte vonden we een effect van gelijkenis in
de ‘ignore-faces’ conditie in een frontale N300, een effect dat overeenkomt met het effect
gevonden in de IFG (zie fMRI resultaten). Echter, in tegenstelling tot het activatiepatroon van
IFG, toonde de N300 een gelijkenismodulatie in de ‘attend-to-faces’ conditie. Ook in de
pariëtale N400 vonden we een effect van gelijkenis, terwijl dit effect ontbrak in de IFG. Deze
resultaten suggereerden dat de competitie- en biasfasen van selectie respectievelijk 300ms
en 400ms na stimuluspresentatie plaatsvonden. Ten slotte trokken we in hoofdstuk 6 algemene conclusies aan de hand van de vier experimenten.
Samenvattend kunnen we stellen dat wanneer een gezicht in de aanwezigheid van een
ander gezicht geselecteerd moet worden op basis van visuele eigenschappen, dit selectiemechanisme plaatsvindt in FFA en OFA in een laat stadium van gezichtsverwerking (250ms)
en werkt volgens het competitieve selectiemodel (hoofdstuk 2 en 3). Daarnaast vonden we
in hoofdstuk 4 en 5 dat hetzelfde model van kracht is wanneer de relevantie van het te
selecteren gezicht verschuift van visuele naar semantische informatie. Verder observeerden
we een spatiële en temporele verschuiving in de gebieden die betrokken zijn bij een dergelijk
mechanisme. We zagen namelijk dat selectie in de IFG tussen 300 en 400ms plaatsvond. In
dit geval, wanneer de integratie van het semantische- en het gezichtskenmerk van het relevante gezicht plaats moest vinden, was FFA betrokken bij een eerder selectiestadium.
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